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Abstract

In this dissertation, we present vision based scene interpretation methods for monitoring of people and vehicles, in real-time, within a busy environment using a forest of co-operative electro-optical (EO) sensors. We have developed novel video understanding algorithms with learning capability, to detect and categorize people and vehicles, track them within a camera and hand-off this information across multiple networked cameras for multi-camera tracking. The ability to learn prevents the need for extensive manual intervention, site models and camera calibration, and provides adaptability to changing environmental conditions.

For object detection and categorization in the video stream, a two step detection procedure is used. First, regions of interest are determined using a novel hierarchical background subtraction algorithm that uses color and gradient information for robust interest region detection. Second, objects are located and classified from within these regions using a weakly supervised learning mechanism based on co-training that employs motion and appearance features. The main contribution of this approach is that it is an online procedure in which separate views (features) of the data are used for co-training, while the combined view (all features) is used to make classification decisions in a single boosted framework. The advantage of this approach is that it requires only a few initial training samples and can automatically adjust its parameters online to improve the detection and classification performance.
Once objects are detected and classified they are tracked in individual cameras. Single camera tracking is performed using a voting based approach that utilizes color and shape cues to establish correspondence in individual cameras. The tracker has the capability to handle multiple occluded objects. Next, the objects are tracked across a forest of cameras with non-overlapping views. This is a hard problem because of two reasons. First, the observations of an object are often widely separated in time and space when viewed from non-overlapping cameras. Secondly, the appearance of an object in one camera view might be very different from its appearance in another camera view due to the differences in illumination, pose and camera properties. To deal with the first problem, the system learns the inter-camera relationships to constrain track correspondences. These relationships are learned in the form of multivariate probability density of space-time variables (object entry and exit locations, velocities, and inter-camera transition times) using Parzen windows. To handle the appearance change of an object as it moves from one camera to another, we show that all color transfer functions from a given camera to another camera lie in a low dimensional subspace. The tracking algorithm learns this subspace by using probabilistic principal component analysis and uses it for appearance matching. The proposed system learns the camera topology and subspace of inter-camera color transfer functions during a training phase. Once the training is complete, correspondences are assigned using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation framework using both the location and appearance cues.
Extensive experiments and deployment of this system in realistic scenarios has demonstrated the robustness of the proposed methods. The proposed system was able to detect and classify targets, and seamlessly tracked them across multiple cameras. It also generated a summary in terms of key frames and textual description of trajectories to a monitoring officer for final analysis and response decision. This level of interpretation was the goal of our research effort, and we believe that it is a significant step forward in the development of intelligent systems that can deal with the complexities of real world scenarios.
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In the last few years, the deployment of surveillance systems has captured the interest of both the research and industrial worlds. The aim of this effort is to increase security and safety in several application domains such as home and bank security, traffic monitoring and navigation, tourism, and military applications, etc. The video surveillance systems currently in use share one feature; a human operator must constantly monitor them. Their effectiveness and response is largely determined, not by the technological capabilities or placement of the cameras but by the vigilance of the person monitoring the camera system. The number of cameras, and the area under surveillance is limited by the number of personnel available. Even well trained people cannot maintain their attention span for extended periods of time. Furthermore, employing people to continuously monitor surveillance videos is quite expensive. Therefore, a common practice in commercial stores or banks is to record the videos on tapes and use them as forensic tools, i.e., after a crime, the recorded video is used to collect evidence. However it will be more advantageous to have systems that have continuous 24
hour active warning capabilities so that security officials are alerted during or even before the
happening of a crime. Specially the areas of law enforcement, national defence and airport
security have great use of online systems. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) jump started the research and development of automated surveillance systems
through the Visual Surveillance and Monitoring (VSAM) program 1997-99 [pag] and the
Airborne Video Surveillance (AVS) program 1998-2002. Currently there is a major effort
underway in the vision community to develop a fully automated tracking and surveillance
system. DARPA has initiated two new surveillance related programs namely Video Verifi-
cation of Identity (VIVID) and Combat Zones that See (CTS). Major companies such as
IBM, Siemens, Lockheed Martin and Boeing have programs underway to develop surveillance
systems. Moreover, start up companies focussing on the area of automated surveillance are
being formed monthly.

1.2 Automated Systems for Video Surveillance

Automated video surveillance addresses monitoring of people and vehicles in real-time within
a busy environment. A surveillance system must be able to detect and track objects moving
in its field of view, classify these objects and detect some of their activities. It should also
be capable of generating a description of the events happening within its field of view.

Existing automated surveillance systems can be classified into categories according to,
Figure 1.1: An Overhead view of the Fields of View (FOV) of the cameras installed in Orlando Downtown for real world evaluation of our proposed algorithms.

- the environment they are primarily designed to observe, i.e., indoor, outdoor or airborne.

- The number of sensors that the automated surveillance system can handle, i.e, single camera vs. multiple cameras.

- The mobility of sensor, i.e., stationary camera vs. mobile camera.

We are concerned with surveillance in an outdoor urban setting (see Figure 1.1). In such cases, it is not possible for a single camera to observe the complete area of interest because sensor resolution is finite and structures in the scene limit the visible areas. Thus multiple cameras are required to observe large environments. Even then it is usually not possible to completely cover large areas with cameras, as is evident from Table 1.1. The number of
cameras required increases exponentially with the decrease in distance between the cameras (Figure 1.2). Therefore, there is a requirement for handling non-overlapping fields of view (FOV) of the cameras. In this proposal, we discuss and propose techniques for development of an automated multi-camera surveillance system for the outdoor environments. We also identify important issues that a system needs to cope with, in realistic surveillance scenarios. In summary, the purpose of a surveillance system is to record properties and trajectories of objects in a given area, and generate warnings or notify designated authority in case of occurrence of particular events. This level of interpretation is the goal of our research effort, with the intention of building systems that can deal with complexities of realistic scenarios.

Figure 1.2: Number of cameras to cover an environment vs. camera spacing. Source: DARPA Combat Zones that See (CTS) program [ann].
Table 1.1: The number of cameras required for surveillance in cities. Source: DARPA’s CTS program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example City</th>
<th>Area ( km^2 )</th>
<th>Intersections</th>
<th>Overlapping Cameras ( 100m ) apart</th>
<th>Overlapping Cameras ( 500m ) apart</th>
<th>Overlapping Cameras ( 1km ) apart</th>
<th>Roads</th>
<th>Km</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>170,000</td>
<td>680,000</td>
<td>42,500</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>16,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>83,200</td>
<td>5,200</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>4,800</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3 Surveillance System Tasks and Related Technical Challenges

The general problem of a surveillance system can be broken down into a series of subproblems. In general, a surveillance system must be able to detect the presence of objects moving in its field of view, classify them into various categories, and track these objects over time. It should also be capable of generating a description of the events happening within its field of view. Each of these tasks poses its own challenges and hurdles for the system designers.

1.3.1 Object Detection and Categorization

The first step towards automated activity monitoring is the detection and classification of interesting objects in the field of view of the camera. The definition of an interesting object is
context dependent, but for a general surveillance system, any independently moving object, e.g., a person, a vehicle or an animal, is deemed interesting. Detection and categorization of objects is a difficult problem because of the tremendous variety in object appearances and viewing conditions in practical scenarios. For example, the appearance of a person can vary considerably, depending on camera view, i.e., side view or top view. Furthermore, changes in lighting conditions and relative distance to cameras can also make an object appear different over time. What makes the problem of object detection and classification even more challenging in automated monitoring systems, is the requirement to perform this task in real time.

1.3.2 Tracking

Once the interesting objects have been detected, it is useful to have a record of their movement over time. Tracking can be defined as the problem of estimating the trajectory of an object as the object moves around a scene. Simply stated, we want to know where the object is in the image at each instant in time. If the objects are continuously observable and their shapes, sizes or motion do not vary over time, then tracking is not a hard problem. However, in realistic environments, like a busy street or a shopping mall, none of these assumptions hold true. Objects, especially people undergo a change in shape while moving. In addition, their motion is not constant.
Objects also undergo occlusion, i.e., the view of one object is blocked by another object or structure. Occlusion leads to discontinuity in the observation of objects, and is one of the major issues that a tracking algorithm needs to solve. Tracking objects under occlusion is difficult because accurate position and velocity of an occluded object cannot be determined. In addition to the imperfection of input data, tracking methods also have to deal with imperfections in the output of detection methods. Detection methods are not perfect on their own and can miss the detection of interesting objects or to detect un-interesting objects. All these difficulties making tracking in realistic scenarios a hard problem for automated surveillance systems.

Figure 1.3: A Distributed surveillance system. Inputs from each camera are integrated at the server level to determine a central view of the environment.
1.3.3 Tracking Across Cameras

In general, surveillance systems are required to observe large areas like airport perimeters, naval ports or shopping malls. In these scenarios, it is not possible for a single camera to observe the complete area of interest because sensor resolution is finite and structures in the scene limit the visible areas. Therefore, surveillance of wide areas requires a system with the ability to track objects while observing them through multiple cameras. The task of a multi-camera tracker is to establish correspondence between the observations across cameras, i.e., given a set of tracks in each camera, we want to find which of these tracks belong to the same object in the real world. An example of such a system is shown in Figure 1.3. Tracking across multiple cameras is difficult because the observations of an object are often widely separated in time and space when viewed from non-overlapping cameras. Therefore, simple location prediction schemes cannot be used to estimate the position of the object. Moreover, the appearance of an object in one camera view might be very different from its appearance in another camera view due to the differences in illumination, pose and camera properties.

1.3.4 General Challenges

Most existing surveillance systems [CLF01, RRF01, LDE03] need a site model and camera calibration for deployment. It is preferable that the tracking approach does not require camera calibration or complete site modelling since the luxury of calibrated cameras or site
models is not available in most situations. Also, maintaining calibration between a large network of sensors is a daunting task, since a slight change in the position of a sensor will require the calibration process to be repeated. Moreover, these systems are static in nature, i.e., once they are deployed they cannot adapt to changing environmental conditions, thus small changes in scene in terms of viewing conditions, i.e., quick illumination changes, or object traffic can have detrimental effect on the their performance.

In the next section, we give a brief introduction to the methods proposed for performing the surveillance system tasks and overcoming the challenging issues in this domain.
1.4 Introduction to the Proposed Video Understanding Algorithms for Surveillance

Figure 1.4 shows the information flow through our proposed multi-camera surveillance system, named KNIGHT\textsuperscript{M}. This system uses a client-server architecture. A client computer is attached with each camera. The client is a self-contained single camera surveillance system named KNIGHT. Each client contains an interest region detection module, object detection and classification module and a single camera tracking module.

The interest region module requires input of the raw image data. The output of the module is a binary image in which regions of interest are marked. The method for detection of these regions of interest consists of building a model of the background scene and measuring deviations from the model for each image in the video stream. This process, in general, is called background subtraction. Our proposed subtraction algorithm consists of three distinct levels, i.e., pixel level, region level and frame level. At the pixel level, unsupervised clustering of gradients and color features is employed to classify each pixel as belonging to background or foreground, i.e., the area of interest. At the region level, foreground pixels obtained from color based subtraction are grouped into regions and gradient based subtraction is then used to make inferences about the validity of these regions. Pixel based models are updated based on decisions made at the region level. The color and gradient models are updated at each frame. Our method [JSS02] adapts to changing illumination conditions and requires no manual interaction during initialization.
Once the regions of interest have been detected, they are forwarded to the object detection and classification module. This module consists of a boosted classifier for simultaneous detection and categorization of objects within the interest regions. The classifier is trainable online in a weakly supervised fashion, i.e., it requires a small number of initial labeled training samples and after deployment it automatically selects more samples for improved performance. The online selection of training samples is achieved by using the co-training framework. The basic idea is to train classifiers on two independent “views” (features) of the same data, using a relatively small number of examples. Then to use each classifier’s prediction on the unlabeled examples to enlarge the training set of the other. In our approach, we use principal components of motion and appearance templates of objects as independent features. The major contribution of our detection approach [JAS05] is that it is an online method, in which, if a subset of base classifiers selected through the boosting mechanism confidently predict the label of a data sample, then this data sample is added to the training set for online updating the rest of the base classifiers and boosting parameters. This online addition of training data significantly improves the detection and categorization performance of the system over time.

Once the objects have been detected and classified, they need to be tracked across frames. Tracking is performed for individual camera views first. At the single camera level, tracking is carried out as a region correspondence problem, given object detection results. Location, shape and appearance similarity are used as cues for objects tracking [JS02, JRA03b].
The results of single camera tracking are sent by the clients to a server over a network. These tracks, computed at individual cameras, are combined by the server to determine global track labels for objects. The method for cross camera tracking exploits the spatio-temporal relationships between camera FOVs [JRS03]. These relationships are learned by observing objects moving across cameras in a training phase. The objects can take many paths across cameras (see Figure 1.5). However, due to physical and practical constraints some of the paths will be more likely to be used by people than others. Thus, the usual locations of exits and entrances between cameras, direction of movement and the average time taken to reach between cameras can be used to constrain correspondences. We refer to these cues as space-time cues. Parzen windows (also known as kernel density estimators) are used to estimate the inter-camera space-time relationships from training data, i.e., the probability of a person entering a certain camera at a certain time given the location, time and velocity of its exit from other cameras.

We also use the appearance of the objects to constrain the possible correspondences across multiple cameras [JSS05]. Appearance of an object can be modelled by its color or brightness histograms, and it is a function of scene illumination, object geometry, object surface material properties (e.g., surface albedo) and the camera parameters. Thus, the color distribution of an object can be fairly different when viewed from two different cameras. One way to match appearances in different cameras is by finding a transformation that maps the appearance of an object in one camera image to its appearance in the other camera image. However, for a given pair of cameras, this transformation is not unique and also depends
Figure 1.5: Expected paths of people through the multi-camera system. These paths can be used to find relationships between the FOVs of the Cameras.

upon the scene illumination and camera parameters. We show that despite depending upon a large number of parameters, for a given pair of cameras, all such transformations lie in a low dimensional subspace. The proposed method learns this subspace of mappings for each pair of cameras from the training data by using probabilistic principal component analysis. Thus, given appearances in two different cameras, and the subspace of brightness transfer functions learned during the training phase, we can estimate the probability that the transformation between the appearances lies in the learned subspace. The correspondence probability, i.e., the probability that two observations originate from the same object, depends on both the space-time information and the appearance. Track labels across cameras are assigned by estimating the correspondences which maximize the posterior probabilities.
1.5 Organization of this Dissertation

This proposal deals with the elementary problems of automated surveillance, i.e., object detection and classification, tracking in a single camera, and tracking across multiple cameras. In each chapter, we introduce the problem, report the current status of ongoing research, discuss the unsolved issues in that domain, propose a solution, state our results and discuss future work in that particular area. The issue of detecting and categorizing objects is described in Chapters 2 and 3. In Chapter 2, we discuss a method to detect interesting regions in images and, in Chapter 3, we describe the procedure for detection and categorization of objects in these regions of interest. Once interesting objects have been found they need to be tracked over time. Tracking in a single camera is explained in Chapter 4. A forest of cooperative cameras are required to perform surveillance over large areas. The details for tracking across multiple cameras are given in Chapter 5. We discuss the deployment of the system in real world situations in Chapter 6 and give concluding remarks in Chapter 7.
CHAPTER 2

IDENTIFYING REGIONS OF INTEREST IN
IMAGE SEQUENCES BY BACKGROUND
MODELING

2.1 Introduction

The first step towards automated monitoring of activities is the detection of interesting regions in the field of view of the camera. In the context of a general surveillance system, any image region containing independently moving objects, e.g., a person, vehicle or an animal is considered interesting. The detection of such regions can be achieved by building a representation of the scene called a background model and then calculating the deviations from the model for each incoming frame. Any change in an image region with respect to the background model signifies the presence of an object or movement. The pixels constituting the regions undergoing change are classified as foreground pixels and are marked for further processing. The term background subtraction is used to denote this process. The background models are usually built by using unsupervised mechanisms like EM (Expectation Maximiza-
tion) [DLR77] or Parzen windows [DHS00]. Modeling of backgrounds through unsupervised means is possible because it is assumed that almost all the image data that remains unchanged over time belongs to the background. The background subtraction process acts as a focus of attention method. Once regions of interest are determined, further processing for tracking and activity recognition ([AJS04, JKR02]) is limited to these regions of the image.

In the next section we will discuss the major problems that arise in detecting interesting image regions using the background subtraction approach. In Section 2.3 we discuss the previous work in the field of background subtraction. Our proposed solution to the background subtraction problem is discussed in Section 2.4. The results are given in Section 2.5. A discussion is given in Section 2.6.

2.2 General Problems in Background Subtraction

The Background subtraction methods, i.e., finding deviations from a scene representation, face several problems in accurately detecting regions containing moving objects in realistic environments. Here we briefly describe a complete list of these general problems.

1. Gradual Illumination Changes: In outdoor systems the illumination changes with the time of day. Change in illumination alters the appearance of the scene thus causing deviation from the background model. This may result in detection of foreground pixels even though an object may not be present in the scene.
2. **Quick illumination changes**: Quick illumination changes completely alter the color characteristics of the background, and thus increase the deviation of background pixels from the background model in color or intensity based subtraction. This results in a drastic increase in the number of falsely detected foreground regions and in the worst case, the whole image appears as foreground. This shortcoming makes surveillance under partially cloudy days almost impossible.

3. **Uninteresting movement**: Sometimes “uninteresting” object also undergo motion, for example, flags waving or wind blowing through trees for short bursts of time. Reflection of moving objects from shiny or wet surfaces also causes problems. If a background subtraction method classifies such an object as a foreground region then a surveillance system might falsely conclude that an entity has entered within the field of view of the camera.

4. **Camouflage**: If the object is very similar to the background then there will not be any signification deviation from the background model and therefore no regions of interest will be marked.

5. **Shadows**: Objects cast shadows that might also be classified as foreground due to the illumination change in the shadow region.

6. **Relocation of the background object**: Relocation of a background object induces change in two different regions in the image, its newly acquired position and its previous posi-
tion. While only the former should be identified as foreground region, any background subtraction system based on color variation detects both as foreground.

7. Initialization with moving objects: If moving objects are present during initialization then part of the background is occluded by moving objects, therefore accurate modeling of background in no longer possible. Many background subtraction algorithms require a scene with no moving objects during initialization. This puts serious limitations on systems to be used in high traffic areas.

A large number of background subtraction methods have been proposed in recent years which try to overcome some of the above mentioned issues. These methods are discussed in the next section.

2.3 Related Work

Background subtraction methods can be categorized on the basis of the features that are used to build the background models. The most commonly used feature is color. In addition, texture and edges have also been used to build background models. Another distinguishing characteristic for background subtraction methods is the background model being per-pixel or block based. Moreover, a variety of predictions techniques to estimate the current background have been used as well. Overall the background subtraction methods can be divided into four major categories, which are discussed below.
2.3.1 Background Subtraction using Color as a Feature

Most background methods used color as a feature for building the background model. Jain et al. [JMN77] used a reference intensity image as a background model and performed simple intensity differencing between the current and reference images followed by thresholding. Therefore significant difference in intensity from the reference image was attributed to motion of objects. It was assumed that the reference image only contained a static scene. Olson and Brill [OB97] used a similar technique but used morphological operators to group disconnected regions. Azerbyjani et al. [WAP97] replaced the reference image with a statistical model of the background. The color intensity at each pixel position was modelled by a single Gaussian distribution. For each incoming frame, the Mahalanobis distance between the color of the pixel and the corresponding Gaussian distribution was calculated. If the distance was greater than a threshold then the pixel belonged to the foreground (interesting) regions.

The above-mentioned algorithms suffered from the all the problems discussed in Section 2.2. Koller et al. [KWH94] used a Kalman filter to update the background color model. This method was able to deal with slow illumination changes (Section 2.2). Stauffer and Grimson [SG00] extended the unimodal background subtraction approach by using an adaptive multimodal subtraction method that modelled the pixel intensity as a mixture of Gaussians. In this algorithm, a pixel in the current frame is checked against the background model by comparing it with every Gaussian in the mixture model. In case a match is found, the parameters of the matched Gaussian are updated, otherwise a new Gaussian with the mean equal to
the current pixel color and some initial variance is introduced into the mixture. Each pixel is classified as foreground or background depending on whether the matched distribution represents the background process. Gao et al. [GBC00] compared the assumption of a single Gaussian versus a mixture of Gaussians to model the background color. They determined that the mixture of Gaussians approach is indeed a better representation of backgrounds even in static scenes. The model in Haritaoglu et al. [HHD00] was a simplification of the Gaussian models, where the absolute maximum, minimum and largest consecutive difference values were used. This improved computation speed but made the model sensitive to outliers. Ricquebourg and Bouthemy [RB00] proposed tracking people by exploiting spatio-temporal slices. Their detection scheme involves the combined use of intensity, temporal differences between three successive images and of comparison of the current image to a background reference image which is reconstructed and updated online. Elgammal et al. [EDH02] used Parzen windows to estimate the probability density function (pdf) of per-pixel color values, instead of assuming that each pixel has a Gaussian distribution. The advantage of this method was that it made no assumptions about the distribution of the pixel color values.

All of these methods, i.e. [SG00], [HHD00] [RB00] and [EDH02], could deal with slow changes in illumination, repeated motion from non-interesting objects and long term scene changes. Oliver et al. [ORP00] used an eigenspace model for background subtraction. This model was formed by taking $N$ sample images and computing the mean background image and its covariance matrix. The covariance matrix was diagonalized via eigenvalue decomposition. In order to reduce the dimensionality, only a fixed number of eigenvectors (eigen back-
grounds) were used to form a principal component feature vector. To perform background subtraction, each image was projected on the space expanded by the eigenvectors. Next the Euclidean distance was computed between the input image and the projected image. Thresholding this distance gave the interesting regions in the image. This method could deal with both slow and quick illumination changes in addition to repeated motion from background clutter.

Ohta [Oht01] defined a test statistic for background subtraction using the ratio of color intensities. Toyama et al. [TJM] proposed a three tiered algorithm to deal with the background subtraction problem. The algorithm uses only color information at the pixel level. The region level deals with the background object relocation problem. Global illumination changes were handled at the frame level. This algorithm was able to handle sudden changes in illumination only if the model describing the scene after the illumination changes is known a priori. Harville [Har02] presented a multi-tiered background subtraction framework to update the mixture of Gaussians at each pixel based on feedback from other modules, for example tracking module, in a surveillance system. This method was also able to deal with both quick and slow illumination changes. However, the accuracy of background subtraction was dependent on the higher-level module.

2.3.2 Background Subtraction using Multiple Features

Recently subtraction methods have been proposed which use multiple features to build background models. The motivation is to incorporate information in the model that cannot be
directly obtained from color. Horprasert et al. [HHD99] used brightness distortion and color distortion measures to develop an algorithm invariant to illumination changes. Greiffenhagen et al. [GRN01] proposed the fusion of color and normalized color information to achieve shadow invariant change detection. One flaw in these algorithms is that they have a high false negative rate, since they assume that any change in the brightness of color can only be caused by a change in illumination in the scene.

Jabri et al. [JDW00] used fusion of color and edge information for background subtraction. However the algorithm used a pixel based fusion measure, such that either a large change in color or edges will result in foreground regions. Therefore this method cannot deal with sudden changes in illumination.

Some background subtraction approaches take the advantage of the depth information, Ivanov et al. [IBL00] use the disparity map, $D$, which is computed off-line by a calibrated pair of cameras, the primary camera $p$ and the auxiliary camera $a$. During the object detection, the image $I_p$ obtained by the primary camera is warped using the disparity map $I_w(x,y) = I_p(x + D_x, y + D_y)$. Then difference between the luminance values of the warped image $I_w$ and the image $I_a$ obtained by the auxiliary camera is computed (disparity verification): $I_D = |I_w - I_a|$. Pixels with high values in the difference image $I_D$ are then labeled as the object pixels. Gordon et al. [GDH99] use the color and the depth features together to detect the foreground regions. Both of the depth based subtraction approaches need static backgrounds for good results, and are relatively expensive in terms of computation.
2.3.3 Block-Based Background Subtraction

Li and Leung [LM02] use the fusion of texture and color to perform background subtraction over blocks of 5x5 pixels. Since texture does not vary greatly with illumination changes, the method was illumination invariant. Matsuyama et al. [MO00] used block correlation from background model to determine foreground regions. The background model is represented by a median template over each block calculated over a learning period. For each incoming frame, a correlation measure is calculated between the current block and the background block. In case the correlation is low, the entire block is marked as foreground. One important drawback of block based approaches is that block size effects the resolution of the results. Therefore, the interesting regions can only be marked in a coarse manner.

2.3.4 State Based Background Subtraction

The state based subtraction methods represent the variations in pixel intensity of the image sequences as discrete states corresponding to events in the environment, for example a pixel might be in shadow state or object state. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are employed to model the pixel states and the transitions between states. Rittscher et al. [RKJ00] used a three state HMM to model the intensity of a pixel with three possible states namely, shadow, background and foreground. Temporal continuity on a pixel state was imposed by using HMM, i.e., if a pixel is detected as part of the shadow then it is expected to remain a
part of the shadow for a period of time before transiting to be the part of the background. Stenger et al. [SRP01] used topology free HMMs to learn sudden light on/off events.

The HMM based background subtraction algorithms assume that there is a small number of predefined states. Therefore they cannot adapt to unforeseen scenarios. They also require extensive initial training. Recently, Monnet et al. [MMP03], and Zhong and Sclaroff [ZS03] used autoregressive moving average (ARMA) processes to model the background. These methods are able to deal with non-stationary background, e.g., water waves or escalators. The autoregressive processes model the current state of a pixel in terms of the weighted sum of its previous values and a white noise error. In the next section, we present the proposed background subtraction approach.

### 2.4 Proposed Approach for Background Subtraction

The first question that arises for developing a background subtraction algorithm is, which features should be used to develop the background model? Color is the obvious answer. The advantage of using color is that dense per-pixel deviations from the model can be calculated. However, there is one caveat, color is very sensitive to changes in illumination. Image gradients, on the other hand, are quasi-invariant to illumination changes. The drawback of using image gradients is that they provide sparse information, therefore a per-pixel background/foreground decision cannot be made. Note that color and gradient based models complement each other’s strengths. Our aim is to build a background model with color and
gradients as features such that it has the advantages of both but none of their drawbacks. To that end we present a hierarchical background subtraction method that uses the color and gradient cues to robustly detect objects in adverse conditions. This algorithm consists of three distinct levels, i.e., pixel level, region level and frame level. At the pixel level, statistical models of gradients and color are separately used to classify each pixel as belonging to background or foreground. In region level, foreground pixels obtained from the color based subtraction are grouped into regions and gradient based subtraction is then used to make inferences about the validity of these regions. Pixel based models are updated based on decisions made at the region level. Finally, frame level analysis is performed to detect global illumination changes. Our method provides the solution to several problems that are not addressed by most background subtraction algorithms such as quick illumination changes, initialization of background model with moving objects present in the scene and repositioning of static background objects.

2.4.1 Assumptions

Our only assumption for the background subtraction module is that the camera is stationary. There are no restrictions on the orientation of the camera. The algorithm does not require calibration of the camera. The algorithm does not assume stable illumination over time. The algorithm also does not require removal of moving objects from the scene for initialization.
2.4.2 Pixel Level Processing

At the pixel level, background modelling is done in terms of color and gradient. The color and gradient background models are discussed in the following subsections.

2.4.2.1 Color based subtraction

We use a mixture of Gaussians method, slightly modified from the version presented by Stauffer and Grimson [SG00] to perform background subtraction in the color domain. In this method, a mixture of $K$ Gaussian distributions adaptively models each pixel color. The pdf of the $k$th Gaussian at pixel location $(i, j)$ at time $t$ is given as

$$N(x_{i,j}^t | m_{i,j}^{t,k}, \Sigma_{i,j}^{t,k}) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{\frac{n}{2}} |\Sigma_{i,j}^{t,k}|^\frac{1}{2}} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}(x_{i,j}^t - m_{i,j}^{t,k})^T(\Sigma_{i,j}^{t,k})^{-1}(x_{i,j}^t - m_{i,j}^{t,k})\right),$$

where $x_{i,j}^t$ is the color of pixel $i, j$, $m_{i,j}^{t,k}$ and $\Sigma_{i,j}^{t,k}$ are the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the $k$th Gaussian in the mixture at time $t$ respectively. Each Gaussian has an associated weight $\omega_{i,j}^{t,k}$ (where $0 < \omega_{i,j}^{t,k} < 1$) in the mixture. The covariance matrix is assumed to be diagonal to reduce the computational cost, i.e., $\Sigma_{i,j}^{t,k} = diag((\sigma_{i,j}^{t,k,R})^2, (\sigma_{i,j}^{t,k,G})^2, (\sigma_{i,j}^{t,k,B})^2)$ where R, G and B represent the three color components.

A K-means approximation of the EM algorithm is used to update the mixture model. Each new pixel color value, $x_{i,j}^t$, is checked against the existing $K$ Gaussian distributions, until the pixel matches a distribution. A match is defined if $x_{i,j}^t$ is within a Mahalanobis
distance, \( D \), from the distribution. If \( x_{i,j}^t \) does not match any of the distributions, the lowest weight distribution is replaced with a distribution having \( x_{i,j}^t \) as its mean, a fixed value as initial variance and low prior weight. The model parameters, i.e., the weights, means and covariance matrices are updated using an exponential decay scheme with a learning factor.

In the original approach [SG00], the weights are sorted in decreasing order and the first \( B \) distributions are selected as belonging to the background, i.e., \( B = \arg \min_b(\Sigma_{k=1}^b \omega > T') \). Note that if a higher order process changes the weight of one distribution, it could affect the selection of other distributions as belonging to the background. Since we use input from the region and global levels to update our background, we adopt a method in which changing the weight of one distribution doesn’t affect the selection of other distributions into the background. This is achieved by having a threshold on individual distributions, rather than on their sum. Any distribution with the weight greater than a threshold, \( T_w \), is incorporated in a set of distributions belonging to background. A connected component algorithm is applied to group all the color foreground pixels into regions. Morphological filtering is performed to remove noise.

### 2.4.2.2 Gradient based subtraction

We use \( \Delta = [\Delta_m, \Delta_d] \) as a feature vector for gradient based background differencing, where \( \Delta_m \) is the gradient magnitude, i.e., \( \sqrt{\frac{f_x^2 + f_y^2}{f_z^2}} \) and \( \Delta_d \) is the gradient direction, i.e., \( \tan^{-1}\frac{f_y}{f_x} \). The gradients are calculated from the gray level image.
In order to model the gradient of background intensities, we need to compute the distribution of $\Delta$. We achieve this by initially assuming that for a given pixel $(i, j)$, the highest weighted Gaussian distribution, say the $k\text{th}$ distribution, models the color background at time $t$. Let $x_{i,j}^t = [R, G, B]$ be the latest color value that matched the $k\text{th}$ distribution at pixel location $(i, j)$, then $g_{i,j}^t = \alpha R + \beta G + \gamma B$ will be its gray scale value. Since we assumed independence between color channels, $g_{i,j}^t$ will be distributed as

$$g_{i,j}^t \sim N(\mu_{i,j}^t, (\sigma_{i,j}^t)^2),$$

where

$$\mu_{i,j}^t = \alpha m_{i,j}^{t,k,R} + \beta m_{i,j}^{t,k,G} + \gamma m_{i,j}^{t,k,B},$$

$$(\sigma_{i,j}^t)^2 = \alpha^2 (\sigma_{i,j}^{t,k,R})^2 + \beta^2 (\sigma_{i,j}^{t,k,G})^2 + \gamma^2 (\sigma_{i,j}^{t,k,B})^2.$$ 

Let us define $f_x = g_{i,j+1}^t - g_{i,j}^t$ and $f_y = g_{i,j+1}^t - g_{i,j}^t$. Assuming that gray levels at each pixel location are independent from neighboring pixels, we observe that

$$f_x \sim N(\mu_{f_x}, (\sigma_{f_x})^2),$$

$$f_y \sim N(\mu_{f_y}, (\sigma_{f_y})^2).$$

where

$$\mu_{f_x} = \mu_{i+1,j}^t - \mu_{i,j}^t,$$

$$\mu_{f_y} = \mu_{i,j+1}^t - \mu_{i,j}^t,$$

$$(\sigma_{f_x})^2 = (\sigma_{i+1,j}^t)^2 + (\sigma_{i,j}^t)^2,$$

$$(\sigma_{f_y})^2 = (\sigma_{i,j+1}^t)^2 + (\sigma_{i,j}^t)^2.$$
Note that even if gray values are assumed to be independent from each other, $f_x$ and $f_y$ are not independent. The covariance is given by,

$$
\text{Cov}(f_x, f_y) = \text{Cov}(g_{i+1,j} - g_{i,j}, g_{i,j+1} - g_{i,j}) = \text{Cov}(g_{i,j}, g_{i,j}) = (\sigma_{i,j}^t)^2
$$

(2.6)

Knowing the distribution of $f_x$ and $f_y$, and using standard distribution transformation methods [CB01], we determine the joint pdf of feature vector $[\Delta_m, \Delta_d]$:

$$
f(\Delta_m, \Delta_d) = \frac{\Delta_m}{2\pi\sigma_{f_x}\sigma_{f_y}\sqrt{1 - \rho^2}} \exp\left(-\frac{z}{2(1 - \rho^2)}\right),
$$

(2.7)

where

$$
z = \left(\frac{\Delta_m \cos \Delta_d - \mu_{f_x}}{\sigma_{f_x}}\right)^2 - 2\rho \left(\frac{\Delta_m \cos \Delta_d - \mu_{f_x}}{\sigma_{f_x}}\right) \left(\frac{\Delta_m \sin \Delta_d - \mu_{f_y}}{\sigma_{f_y}}\right) + \left(\frac{\Delta_m \sin \Delta_d - \mu_{f_y}}{\sigma_{f_y}}\right)^2,
$$

$$
\rho = \frac{\sigma_{i,j}^2}{\sigma_{f_x}\sigma_{f_y}}.
$$

Note that for zero means, unit variances and $\rho = 0$, the above distribution becomes a product of a uniform distribution and a Rayleigh distribution. All the parameters in the above distribution can be calculated from the means and variances of the color distributions.

For each incoming frame, gradient magnitude and direction values are computed. If for a certain gradient vector, the probability of being generated from the background gradient distribution is less than $T_g$, then pixel belongs to foreground, otherwise it belongs to the background. There is no need to explicitly update the parameters of the background gradient distribution since all the parameters can be computed from the updated color background parameters.
Now, if multiple color Gaussians belong to the background model, then we can generate gradient distributions for all possible combinations of the neighboring background Gaussian distributions. A pixel will belong to the gradient background model if it belongs to any of these gradient distributions. See figure 2.1 for an example of background gradient subtracted image.

![Image](image.jpg)

Figure 2.1: Gradient based subtraction results. (a) first image in the sequence (b) 150th image (c) gradient based subtraction. There is some noise but it can easily be removed by size based filtering.

### 2.4.3 Region Level Processing

The edge and color information obtained from pixel level is integrated at the region level. The basic idea is that any foreground region that corresponds to an actual object will have high values of gradient based background difference at its boundaries. The idea is explained in detail in the following paragraphs.

Let $I$ be the current frame and $\Delta$ be the gradient feature vector of its gray levels. Also, let $C(I)$ and $G(I)$ be the output of color based and gradient based subtraction, respectively.
Figure 2.2: (a) Image with a person and highlight (generated by a flash light). (b) Plot of gradient magnitudes at rows 60 (dashed) and 180 (solid). The plot shows that the person has high gradients at the boundaries. The highlight is diffused at the boundaries and therefore gradients are small.

$C(I)$ and $G(I)$ are binary images such that $C(i, j) = 1$ iff the pixel at location $(i, j)$ is classified as foreground by color based subtraction. Similarly $G(i, j) = 1$ if and only if the pixel at location $(i, j)$ is classified as foreground by gradient based subtraction. Let $1 \leq a \leq k$ for the $k$ regions in $C(I)$ that are detected as foreground. For any region $R_a$, such that $R_a$ corresponds to some foreground object in the scene, there will be a high gradient at $\partial R_a$ in the image $I$, where $\partial R_a$ is the set of boundary pixels $(i, j)$ of region $R_a$. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that $\Delta$ will have high deviation from the gradient background model at $\partial R_a$, i.e., $G(I)$ must have a high percentage of ON pixels in $\partial R_a$. However, if a region $R_b$ corresponds to a falsely detected foreground induced by local illumination changes, for example highlights, then there will be a smooth change in $I$ at $\partial R_b$, (as shown in Figure 2.2). Thus the gradient of $I$ at $\partial R_b$ is not much different than the gradient of the background model, hence producing low percentage of ON pixels in $G(I)$. Following
this reasoning, boundaries $\partial R_a$ of each detected region $R_a$ in $C(I)$ are determined. If $p_B$ percent of boundary pixels also show up in $G(I)$ then the object is declared valid. Otherwise it is determined to be a spurious object caused by an illumination change or noise, and is removed.

Now, consider a background object that is repositioned to a new location in the scene thus inducing two regions say $R_x$ and $R_y$ in $C(I)$ corresponding to its newly acquired position and its previous position respectively. We want to classify $R_x$ as a foreground region and $R_y$ as a background region. Though $R_x$ will usually have high percentage of boundary pixels that are ON in $G(I)$, the same is also true for $R_y$. This is due to the presence of edges in the background model at $\partial R_y$ and the absence of edges in $I$ at the same location. It follows that a foreground region $R$ should not only have higher percentage of ON boundary pixels in $G(I)$ but these pixels should also lie on some edge of image $I$. Formally, we classify a region as a foreground region if

$$\sum_{(i,j) \in \partial R_a}(\nabla I(i,j)G(i,j)) \geq p_B.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

where $\nabla I$ denotes the edges of image $I$ and $|\partial R_a|$ denotes the number of boundary pixels of region $R_a$. Once a region $R_a$ is identified as falsely detected, then for all pixels $(i, j)$ in $R_a$, the weight of the color distribution that matched to $x_{i,j}^t$ is increased to have a value more than $T_w$. 
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2.4.4 Frame-Level Processing

The Frame level process kicks in if more than 50 percent of the color based background subtracted image becomes a part of the foreground. The Frame level processor then ignores the color based subtraction results. Thus only gradient information is used for subtraction. Connected components algorithm is applied to the gradient based subtraction results, i.e., $G(I)$. Only the bounding boxes belonging to the edge based results are considered as foreground regions. When the frame level model is active the region level processing is not done, since the color based subtraction is presumed to be completely unreliable at this point.

2.5 Results

The background subtraction method was tested on a variety of indoor and outdoor sequences. The sequences contained changes in lighting conditions, rain, windy conditions, different times of day, etc. The same thresholds were used for all the sequences. The values of important thresholds were $T_g = 10^{-3}$ and $p_B = .2$.

In one particular sequence, a flash light was used to direct a beam of light in the scene to create a local illumination change. In this case, the color-based algorithm generated regions representing the change, but the gradient-based algorithm did not respond to the illumination change, as anticipated (see Figure 2.4). Thus, when the color and gradient results were combined the illuminated region was removed from the set of foreground regions.
Figure 2.3: Initialization example (a) first image in the sequence (b) 30th image (c) color based results. Ghosts objects are visible on uncovered background. (d) Edge and color combined results. The ghost objects were removed because their boundary pixels did not contain significant edges.

In another test sequence, there were moving persons in the scene during initialization. As long as there was overlap between uncovered background and moving object, both areas were shown as foreground. However, as soon as there was no overlap between the uncovered area and the moving objects, the region level process removed the uncovered areas from the foreground since edges did not delineate their boundaries (as shown in Figure 2.3). Note that only color based subtraction would not have removed the uncovered regions as foreground, since the background color model learned at the time of initialization contained color values of the persons standing at that location. The boundary based gradient check might also fail if edges are present along the boundary of the uncovered region, however, the chances of this
happening are obviously minute. The removal of regions based on gradient information is also useful in removing spurious foreground regions generated due to the motion of a previously static object. When such an object is moved, the uncovered region shows as foreground since the background model has no information about the appearance of this region. However, as edges do not delineate the boundary of the uncovered area, the region-level process removes the region from the foreground (see Figure 2.5).

In outdoor sequences, we have observed that a sudden illumination change over the complete area under observation is a rarity. Quick illumination changes are caused by movement of clouds in front of the sun. Therefore, illumination change starts from one area of the image and then sweeps through the image. Background subtraction results during illumination change, for both mixture of Gaussians method ([SG00]) and our proposed algorithm, are presented in Figure 2.6. The mixture of Gaussian method marks big regions in the image as foreground since the color in those regions has deviated from the background. However, since these newly illuminated regions do not have high gradients at the boundaries the proposed region-level processing is able to mark these regions as background and continuously update the color model by forcing the distribution of false objects into the background. Thus, only those areas of image in which illumination changed in consecutive frames show up as foreground in color based subtraction in the next frame. Note that, in figure 2.6 second row, there are three people in the second image, two people close together on the top right corner and one on the left. The regions containing these people are correctly marked by the proposed method, while this is not case for subtraction through the mixture of Gaussian
method (Fig 2.6 rows 3 and 4). Thus hierarchical processing results in greatly improving
the interest region detection. Please see Figure 6.3(a) (chapter 6) to see detection rates of
interest regions over six hours of videos in realistic scenarios. More results are available on

2.6 Discussion

The two major contributions of the proposed work are:

- probabilistic modelling of per-pixel, gradient magnitude and direction based back-
ground.

- presentation of a novel method to combine color and gradient information in order to
obtain dense, i.e., per pixel background subtraction results that are invariant to local
illumination changes.

The proposed method gives accurate results in presence of both slow and quick illumina-
tion changes. It is also robust to the relocation of background objects, initialization with
moving objects and moving trees and grass. Results on realistic scenarios are presented
to demonstrate the viability of the proposed approach. One problem that the proposed ap-
proach does not solve is detecting camouflaged objects. In this case, the camouflaged objects
do not deviate significantly from the background model. One possible solution is to use both
IR and EO sensors and employing R,G,B,IR information together as a feature vector for
background subtraction.
Figure 2.4: (a)(b) Two frames from a sequence with a person and a highlight in the foreground. (c)(d) color background subtraction using Mixture of Gaussians. Note that Illumination change is causing spurious foreground regions. (e)(f) edge based background subtraction (g)(h) edge and color combined results.
Figure 2.5: Removal of a static (background) object from the scene. The first two rows show images at an interval of 30 frames from a sequence. The 3rd and the 4th row show the color based results using the mixture of Gaussians. The last two rows show the hierarchical background subtraction results. Note that the removal of object is successfully detected and the uncovered area does not show up as foreground region.
Figure 2.6: Illumination change in outdoor scenes. The first two rows show images at an interval of 70 frames from a sequence. The 3rd and the 4th row show the color based results using the Mixture of Gaussians method with no feedback from higher level. The last two rows show the hierarchical background subtraction results. All the people have been successfully detected.
CHAPTER 3

OBJECT DETECTION AND CATEGORIZATION

3.1 Introduction

The detection of moving objects in a scene is of utmost importance for most tracking and video analysis systems. The background subtraction algorithm serves as a focus of attention method but provides no information about,

- the number of objects in a region of interest, and
- the type of object or objects in the region of interest.

In order to locate and classify the objects, we need specific information about the objects of interest. This assumes that only a limited number of well defined object types are relevant for surveillance. Fortunately, for most surveillance systems the objects of interest are usually people and vehicles. Supervised classification methods ([SK00, PP99, VJS03]) have been successfully used for detection of such objects. These classification methods map feature vectors obtained from images to object labels. Such methods work in two distinct phases,
namely training phase and testing phase. In the training phase, the classifiers are provided with labeled feature vectors, representing objects that need to be classified. The feature vectors used to represent objects can comprise of appearance, motion and shape information. The classification methods partition the feature space into the required object classes. During the test phase, the classifier take the input feature vector representing an image region and classifies it as an object category based on the feature space partitioning, learned in the training phase.

In the next section, we discuss the challenges involved in solving the detection and categorization problem. In Section 3.3, we discuss the related work. In Section 3.4, we give the overview of our co-training based boosted classification framework. In Section 3.5, we discuss the issues of feature selection and modeling of base classifiers for boosting. In Section 3.6, we describe the co-training framework in the context of an online boosted classifier. In Section 3.7, we discuss ways to measure the effectiveness of co-training in improving classifiers. In Section 5.7, we present the results and give the concluding remarks in Section 3.9.

3.2 Problems in Object Categorization

The general problems faced by any object categorization system in a realistic surveillance scenario are presented below.
• **Large variation in object appearance:** The appearance of a person can vary widely depending upon what he/she is wearing and also what he/she is doing. For example, the appearance of a walking person is very different from a person crawling on the ground. Vehicles also come in a large variety of shapes and sizes, making categorization difficult.

• **Wide variety of viewing conditions:** In many scenarios, classification has to be performed in cameras with different viewing angles and different camera parameters. Moreover, the illumination in the scene usually changes over time. All these variations can make consistently accurate classification difficult.

### 3.3 Related Work

The object categorization methods used in surveillance related scenarios can be divided into three major classes depending on the type of features and classifiers used for this purpose. The details for each class of methods are discussed in the following subsections.

#### 3.3.1 Periodicity Based Categorization

These methods classify objects as periodically moving objects or non-periodic objects. The intuition behind such methods is that walking people undergo periodic motion while vehicles do not, thus periodicity detection can be used distinguish between the two.
Tsai et. al. [TSK94] analyzed periodic motion of objects to perform motion based recognition. In this method, specific points on the objects were tracked and periodicity was detected by analyzing Fourier descriptors of the smoothed spatio-temporal curvature of point trajectories. Polana and Nelson [PN97] also used Fourier transform of reference trajectories of object regions, obtained by using normal flow, to recognize periodic activities. Seitz and Dyer [SD97] described affine invariant analysis of cyclic motion. They introduced period trace, which gave a strong response for signals that were projections of period signals. Ricquebourg and Bouthemy [RB00] differentiated between persons and vehicles by analyzing spatio-temporal signatures (projections) of each object. The idea being that the spatio-temporal signatures of people show periodicity. Cutler and Davis [CD00] presented an approach for detection of periodic motion as seen from a static camera. They computed object’s self-similarity over time, which was periodic for periodic motions. Persons, Animals and cars were detected using this approach. This method was computationally expensive since a history of regions (segmented from images) needed to be saved and for each new image the segmented region is correlated with the history. Javed and Shah [JS02] introduced Recurrent Motion Images (RMI) to detect repetitive motion. These images were obtained by iteratively performing the exclusive-or operation and adding the scale and motion compensated silhouettes of objects. Large values in the RMIs indicated repetitive motion. This method was computationally efficient and therefore suitable for real time categorization tasks.

One limitation of all the above mentioned methods is that object trajectory information is required to compute periodicity, thus any errors in tracking will also show up in classification.
In addition, this approach is not extendable for further categorization of the objects that exhibit non-periodic motion.

### 3.3.2 Object Categorization using Supervised Classifiers

In recent years, considerable progress has been made for detection of faces and pedestrians through supervised classification methods. Basically, these methods consist of learning classifier functions from training examples, where the functions map features from the image space to the object labels. In this context, a variety of approaches have been used including naive Bayes classifiers [SK00], Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [PP99] and Adaboost [VJS03]. Specifically for surveillance related scenarios, Adaboost [FS96] is particularly suitable since it has been demonstrated to give high detection rates using simple Haar-like features in real-time [VJS03]. Boosting is a machine learning method, that combines simple (base) classifiers into a single classifier that is more accurate than any one of the simple rules.

We now discuss the limitations of the supervised classification approaches, since these approaches are most commonly used to tackle the object categorization problem.

- **Requirement of large number of training samples:** Extremely large number of training examples are required to ensure good performance in the test phase. For example, Zhang et al. [ZLP04] used around 11000 positive and a 100000 negative labeled images for face detection, while Viola et al. [VJ04] used 4916 positive and 10000 negative
examples in their face detection framework. Obviously, manually marking such a large number of images is an arduous task.

- Not adaptive to change in viewing conditions: In supervised classification methods, the classifier parameters are fixed in the test stage. However, it is preferable to have a system that adapts itself to changing conditions in a particular scenario.

### 3.3.3 Object Categorization using Weakly Supervised Classifiers

One possible way around the requirement of a large labeled training set is to learn from unlabeled data. A number of methods have been developed by the machine learning community for training of classifiers using unlabeled data [Joa99, NMT00, BM98, CCS04]. The use of both labeled and unlabeled data for solving classification tasks was introduced by Nigam et. al. [NMT00] in the area of text and information retrieval. They employed the EM algorithm to infer the missing labels of the unlabeled data. The EM algorithm assigns labels to those unlabeled examples which are unambiguous. These new examples are used to update the class density estimates, which then allows for the labeling of additional unlabeled examples. The basic assumption underlying the success of EM for this task is that the distribution of unlabeled data respects the class boundaries of the labeled data. Such an approach basically assumes that the density of unlabeled examples must be low near the classification boundary. This makes good sense for problems where the classes are Gaussian
or are generated by some other simple density function. However, this assumption often does not hold for image based object detection tasks, where the density of the required class often cannot be modelled by simple parametric models.

The co-training approach to learn from unlabeled data was proposed by Blum and Mitchell [BM98]. The basic idea is to train classifiers on two independent “views” (features) of the same data, using a relatively small number of examples. Then to use each classifier’s prediction on the unlabeled examples to enlarge the training set of the other. One advantage of this scheme is that it can be employed by discriminative classification approaches like boosting as well as generative approaches. Blum and Mitchell prove that co-training can find a very accurate classification rule, starting from a small quantity of labeled data if the two feature sets are statistically independent. However, this assumption does not hold in many realistic scenarios [PC01]. Recently, Balcan et al. [BBY04] have shown that independence between the two views of the data is not a necessary assumption for co-training, instead weekly correlated views can also be used for co-training.

Levin et al. [LVF03] use the co-training framework, in the context of boosted binary classifiers. Two boosted classifiers are employed for co-training. If one classifier predicts a label for a certain example with a high confidence then that labeled example is added to the training set of the other, otherwise the example is ignored. One of the two boosted classifiers employed for co-training uses background subtracted image regions, while the other classifier is trained on the image grey-levels directly. Note that the features are closely related. However, their approach empirically demonstrates that co-training is still possible
even in the case the independence assumption does not hold. The co-training based learning approach have also been used successfully for text retrieval and classification by Collins and Singer [CS99]. They employed a boosting method that builds two classifiers in parallel from labeled and unlabeled data. The algorithm is iterative. In each iteration one of the classifier is updated while other is kept fixed. The algorithm is stopped when the error on the training data falls below a threshold.

### 3.4 Overview of the proposed categorization approach

In this chapter, we propose a co-training based approach to continuously label incoming data and use it for online update of the boosted classifier that was initially trained from a small labeled example set. One important point to note is that co-training is not a classification framework. It is actually a training method from unlabeled data. Co-training requires two separate views of the data for labeling, however a better classification decision can be made by combining the two views of data by a fully trained classifier. Thus, co-training is used to train a classifier in an offline setting. Once training is complete the combined view is used to make classification decisions.

The principal contribution of our approach is that it is an online method, in which separate views (features) of the data are used for co-training, while the combined view is used to make classification decisions in a single framework. To achieve this, we have exploited the fact that the the boosted classifier is a linear combination of simpler ‘base’ classifiers
and that the adaptive boosting selection mechanism discourages redundancy among the selected features. The co-training is performed through the base classifiers, i.e., if a particular unlabeled example is labeled very confidently by a subset of the base classifiers (consisting of either the appearance based classifiers or the motion based classifiers) then it is used to update both the base classifiers and the boosting parameters using an online variant of the multi-class adaboost.M1 algorithm [Oza02]. Note that, only few of the observed examples might qualify for co-training. Meanwhile the classification decision for each example is made by the boosted classifier, whose parameters have been updated from the labeled examples observed so far. The advantage of this approach is that the classifier is attuned to the characteristics of a particular scene. A classifier trained to give the best average performance in a variety of scenarios will usually be less accurate for a particular scene as compared to a classifier trained specifically for that scene. Obviously, the specific classifier would not perform well in other scenarios and thus it will not have widespread application. Our proposed approach tackles this dilemma by using a classifier trained on a general scenario that can automatically label examples observed in a specific scene and use them to fine tune its parameters online.

For our proposed approach, we demonstrate the performance of the classifier in the context of detection of pedestrians and vehicles observed through fixed cameras. Initially, the classifier is learned with a small number of labeled examples in a training phase. Both motion and appearance features are used for classification. These features are derived from Principal Component Analysis of the optical flow and the appearance templates of the
The classifier is continually updated online from unlabeled data during deployment. In order to make the detection system run in realtime, we use a background model (see Chapter 2) to select regions of interest in the scene. The boosted classifier searches within these regions and classifies the data into pedestrians, vehicles and non-stationary background. Co-training decisions are made at the base classifier level, and both the base classifiers and the boosting parameters are updated online. In the next Section, we discuss the features used for object representation and the base classifiers learned from these features.

### 3.5 Feature Selection and Base Classifiers

Selection of appropriate features for classification is important as the performance of the classifier is greatly affected by the feature used for object representation [LW04]. One ap-
proach for object representation in boosted classifiers is to use local Haar like features. The advantage of using the Haar features is that they can be calculated very efficiently [VJ04]. However, it has been shown, in the context of face detection, by Zhang et al. [ZLP04] that base classifiers trained using global features are more reliable and the resulting boosted classifier has a higher detection rate. The drawback is that global features are usually more expensive to compute. However, in our approach, background subtraction is used to discard most of the stationary regions in an image before further processing, therefore we can afford to use global features for classification and still handle real-time processing requirements.

We employ both motion and appearance features for classification. The appearance of objects is represented by the gradient magnitude of the image regions occupied by the object. The gradient magnitude is computed as $\sqrt{f_x^2 + f_y^2}$, where $f_x$ and $f_y$ are horizontal and vertical gradients of the image respectively. Motion features have historically been used to recognize activities [ESJ90, EBM03]. We believe that the motion can effectively be employed for pedestrian and vehicle detection. Walking people undergo non-rigid deformations and have motion characteristics very different from the moving vehicles, which are rigid bodies. The motion is measured in terms of dense optical flow of regions. Optical flow describes the speed and direction of each pixel in the region. We use the algorithm by Lucas and Kanade [LK81] to obtain optical flow of the training examples of cars, vehicles and background regions.

We employ Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to obtain the motion and appearance subspaces. The appearance principal component model is formed by taking $m$ example
gradient magnitude images of dimensionality $d$ in a column vector format, subtracting the mean, and computing the $d \times d$ dimensional covariance matrix $C$. The covariance matrix is then diagonalized via an eigenvalue decomposition $C = \Phi E \Phi^T$, where $\Phi$ is the eigenvector matrix and $E$ is the corresponding diagonal matrix of its eigenvalues. Only $m$ eigenvectors, corresponding to the $m$ largest eigenvalues are used to form a projection matrix $S_m$ to a lower dimension subspace. The motion subspace is computed similarly by vectorizing the optical flow estimates.

We construct a pedestrian appearance subspace with a $d \times m_1$ dimensional projection matrix $S_{m_1}$ and a vehicle appearance subspace with a $d \times m_2$ dimensional projection matrix $S_{m_2}$ by performing PCA on the respective training images. The parameters $m_1$ and $m_2$ are chosen such that the eigenvectors account for 99% of the variance in pedestrian and vehicle appearance data respectively. The top three eigenvectors for the pedestrians and vehicles are shown in Figure 3.1. The features for the base learners are obtained by projecting each training example $r$ in the two subspaces and obtaining a feature vector $v = [v_1, \ldots, v_{m_1}, v_{m_1+1}, \ldots, v_{m_1+m_2}]$, where

$$
[v_1, \ldots, v_{m_1}] = r^T S_{m_1},
$$

$$
[v_{m_1+1}, \ldots, v_{m_1+m_2}] = r^T S_{m_2}.
$$

The motion subspaces are constructed similarly from the $m_3$ and $m_4$ dimensional optical flow data respectively. We construct each base classifier from a single subspace coefficient. Thus we will have a total of $m_1 + m_2 + m_3 + m_4$ base classifiers. The top three eigenvectors for the pedestrians motion subspace are shown in Figure 3.2.
We use the Bayes classifier as our base classifier. Let $c_1, c_2$ and $c_3$ represent the pedestrian, vehicle and the non-stationary background classes respectively. The classification decision by the $q^{th}$ base classifier is taken as $c_i$ if $P(c_i|v_q) > P(c_j|v_q)$ for all $j \neq i$. The posterior is given by the Bayes rule, i.e., $P(c_i|v_q) = \frac{p(v_q|c_i)P(c_i)}{p(v_q)}$. The pdf $p(v_q|c_i)$ is approximated through smoothed 1D histogram of the of the $q^{th}$ subspace coefficients obtained from the training data. The denominator $p(v_q)$ is calculated as $\Sigma_{i=1}^{3} p(v_q|c_i)P(c_i)$. Note that the sum of posterior probabilities over all classes for a particular coefficient instance is one, i.e., for the three class case, $\Sigma_{i=1}^{3} P(c_i|v_q) = 1$.

Once the base classifiers are learned, the next step is to train the boosted classifier from the initial set of labeled data. In the next section, we discuss the co-training framework for augmenting the initial training set.
3.6 The Co-Training Framework

Boosting is an iterative method of finding a very accurate classifier by combining many base classifiers, each of which may only be moderately accurate. In the training phase of the Adaboost algorithm, the first step is to construct an initial distribution of weights over the training set. Then the boosting mechanism selects a base classifier that gives the least error, where the error is proportional to the weights of the misclassified data. Next, the weights associated with the data misclassified by the selected base classifier are increased and the process is repeated. Thus the algorithm encourages the selection of another classifier that performs better on the misclassified data in subsequent iterations. If the base classifiers are constructed such that each classifier is associated with a different feature, then the boosting mechanism will tend to select features that are not completely correlated. Note that, for co-training we require two classifiers trained on separate features of the same data. In our case, individual base classifiers either represent motion features or appearance features. Thus, if the subset of base classifier selected through the boosting mechanism, representing only motion (or only appearance) features, *confidently* predicts the label of the data, then we can add this data to our training set to update the rest of the classifiers. The confidence thresholds for the base classifiers can be determined through the training data or by using a small validation set.

Suppose $H_N$ is the strong classifier learned through the Adaboost.M1 [FS96] algorithm. Let $h_j$, where $j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$, be the base classifiers selected by the boosting algorithm. In
order to set confidence thresholds on the labels given the base classifiers, we use a validation set of labeled images. For the class \( c_i \), the confidence threshold \( T_{\text{base}}^{j,c_i} \) is set to be the highest posterior probability achieved by a negative example. This means that all examples in the validation set labeled as \( c_i \) by \( h_j \) with a probability higher than \( T_{\text{base}}^{j,c_i} \) actually belong to the class \( c_i \). Thus during the online phase of the classifier, any example which has a probability higher than \( T_{\text{base}}^{j,c_i} \) is very likely to belong to the class \( c_i \). The thresholds for all base classifiers selected by the boosting algorithm are similarly calculated.

Ideally, if a single base classifier confidently predicts a label with a probability higher than the established threshold then we should assume that the label is correct and use that example for further training the classifier. However, training from only a few wrongly labeled examples can severely degrade the performance of the classifier. Therefore, we choose to be more conservative and only select an unlabeled example if \( k \), where \( k \approx .2N \), base classifiers, where all of these classifiers are either appearance based or motion based, to confidently label an example.

It would be very inefficient to use every confidently labeled example for online training. The example labeled through co-training will improve the performance of the boosted classifier only if it has a small or negative margin, i.e., if the example lies close to the decision boundary in the solution space. If the example has been labeled unambiguously by the boosted classifier, i.e., it has a large margin, then using it for training will have little effect on the boosted classifier. Thus, we need unlabeled examples which have a small (or negative) margin and are also confidently labeled by the base classifiers. The limits on the
score of the boosted classifier can also be established through the validation set. The score of an example for the label $c_i$ is computed by Adaboost.M1 as $\sum_{n:h_n(x)=c_i} \log\left(\frac{1}{\beta_n}\right)$, where $\beta_n$ is the coefficient of the $n^{th}$ classifier selected by the algorithm. The label that gets the highest score is assigned to the example. For the class $c_i$, the threshold to determine the usefulness of employing the example for retraining, i.e., $T^{\text{uda}}_{c_i}$, is set to be the highest normalized score achieved by a negative example. Thus an example, assigned the label $c_i$ by base classifiers should only be used for retraining if it gets a score of less than $T^{\text{uda}}_{c_i}$ by the boosted classifier.

Once an example has been labeled and if it has a small margin, the next issue is to use this example for updating the boosting parameters and the base classifiers online. The co-training and online updation algorithm is given in Figure 3.3.

### 3.6.1 Online Learning

Note that an online algorithm does not need to ‘look at’ all the training data at once, rather it process each training instance without the need for storage and maintains a current hypothesis that has been learned from the training examples encountered so far. To this end we use an online boosting algorithm proposed by Oza and Russel [Oza02]. The inputs to the algorithm are the current boosted classifier $H_N$, the constituent base classifiers, and parameters $\lambda_n^{sc}$ and $\lambda_n^{sw}$, where $n = 1, \ldots, N$. $\lambda_n^{sc}$ and $\lambda_n^{sw}$ are the sums of the weights of the correctly classified and misclassified examples, respectively, for each of the $N$ base classifiers.
Online Co-Train - if at least \( k \) motion based or appearance based classifiers confidently predict a label \( c_p \) for incoming example \( x \), where \( p \in \{1, \ldots, \text{numclasses}\} \), then

- if \( \left( \frac{\left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} h_n(x) = c_p \right) \log(\frac{1}{e_n})}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \log(\frac{1}{e_n})} \right) < T_{c_p}^{\text{ada}} \)

  \[ \beta_n \leftarrow \text{OnlineBoosting}(H_N, x, c_p) \]

  add example with assigned label \( c_i \) to the validation set.

  for \( j = 1, \ldots, N \)
  * for \( i = 1, \ldots, \text{numclasses} \)
    \( T_{j,c_i}^{\text{base}} = \text{max posterior probability, for class } c_i \text{ by } h_j \text{, of a negative example in the validation set} \)
    for \( i = 1, \ldots, \text{numclasses} \)
    \( T_{c_i}^{\text{ada}} = \text{max } H_N \text{ normalized score, for class } c_i \text{, of a negative example in the validation set} \)

returns \( B_n; \text{OnlineBoost}(H_N, x, \text{label}) \)

- Set the example’s initial weight \( \lambda_x = 1 \).
- For each base model \( h_n \), in the boosted classifier
  1. Set \( z \) by sampling Poisson(\( \lambda_x \)).
  2. Do \( z \) times: \( h_n \leftarrow \text{OnlineBase}(h_n, x, \text{label}) \)
  3. if \( h_n(x) \) is the correct label,
    \[ \lambda_n^{\text{sc}} = \lambda_n^{\text{sc}} + \lambda_x, \quad e_n = \frac{\lambda_n^{\text{sc}}}{\lambda_n^{\text{sc}} + \lambda_n^{\text{sw}}}, \quad \lambda_x = \lambda_x \left( \frac{1}{2(1 - e_n)} \right) \]
  4. else
    \[ \lambda_n^{\text{sw}} = \lambda_n^{\text{sw}} + \lambda_x, \quad e_n = \frac{\lambda_n^{\text{sw}}}{\lambda_n^{\text{sc}} + \lambda_n^{\text{sw}}}, \quad \lambda_x = \lambda_x \left( \frac{1}{2(e_n)} \right) \]
  5. calculate \( \beta_n = \log(\frac{1}{e_n}) \)

Figure 3.3: The co-training method. Note that both \( T_{\text{base}} \) and \( T_{\text{ada}} \) are automatically computed from the validation set. The subfunction \( \text{onlineboost()} \) was proposed in [Oza02]. \( \lambda_n^{\text{sc}} \) are sum of weights for examples that were classified correctly by the base model at the stage \( n \) while \( \lambda_n^{\text{sw}} \) is sum for incorrectly classified examples.

The main idea of the algorithm is to update each base classifier and the associated boosting parameter using the incoming example. The example is assigned a weight \( \lambda \) at the
start of the algorithm. For the first iteration, the base classifier is updated \( z \) times, where \( z = \text{Poisson}(\lambda) \). Then, if \( h_1 \) misclassifies the example, \( \lambda_1^{sw} \) is updated which is the sum of weight of all incorrectly classified examples by \( h_1 \). The weight of the example \( \lambda \) is increased and it is presented to the next base classifier. Note that in the regular ‘batch’ adaboost method the weight of the example is also increased in case of misclassification. However, all the weights are assumed to be known at the next iteration. In the online boosting method only the sums of weights of correctly classified and misclassified examples (see so far) are available. The boosting parameters, \( \beta_n \), are also updated using these weights. Note that the algorithm also needs to update the base classifiers online. Since our base classifiers are represented as normalized histograms, they can easily be updated, i.e., the training example is added to the histogram representing the probability distribution of the feature, and the histogram is re-normalized. The online learning algorithm is shown in the bottom half of Figure 3.3.

### 3.7 Co-Training Ability Measurement

We used Collaborative Ability (CA) Measurement [SZS04b] to determine the effectiveness of co-training framework in current setup of object classification. CA indicates whether two classifiers can co-train effectively. It quantifies the degree by which one classifier can reduce the classification uncertainty of other classifier. If CA is high than there is large portion of data for which one classifier is very confident and can provide such data to the other
classifier and help improve its performance. Data predicted by a classifier is categorized in two sets: *Certainty Set (CSet)* are those instances for which a classifier can predict the label with a confidence that is higher than some predetermined threshold and *Uncertainty Set (UCSet)* are those instances for which the confidence of classifier’s prediction is below some predetermined threshold. Formally CA between two classifiers \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) is computed as:

\[
N_1 = |CSet(h_1) \cap UCSet(h_2)|,
\]

\[
N_2 = |UCSet(h_1) \cap CSet(h_2)|,
\]

\[
N_3 = |CSet(h_1) \cap CSet(h_2)|,
\]

\[
N_4 = |UCSet(h_1) \cap UCSet(h_2)|,
\]

\[
CA_{h_1h_2} = \frac{N_1 + N_2}{N_1 + N_2 + N_3 + N_4}. \tag{3.1}
\]

A value of the CA measure greater than zero indicates that the two classifiers can benefit from co-training. Further discussion on this measure is carried out in the next section.

### 3.8 Results

For the initial training of the multi-category classifier, we used 50 training images per class. Images of pedestrians and vehicles from a variety of poses were used. For the non-stationary background class, we selected the scenarios where the background modelling is likely to fail, for example sporadically moving tree branches, or waves in a pond. All extracted objects
Figure 3.4: Some classification results from sequence 1.

were scaled to the same size (30x30 pixels). Features were obtained by projecting all the image regions in the pedestrian and vehicle subspaces. The base and boosted classifier thresholds were determined for a validation set consisting of 20 images per class for a total of 60 images.

We evaluated our algorithm for person and vehicle detection in three different locations. In each location, the view consisted of the road, with walkways near by. The pedestrian and vehicular traffic along the paths was fairly consistent. First, we calculated the collaborative ability measure for the three sequences by dividing them into training and testing sets. Table 3.1) shows collaborative ability values obtained for the three sequences. The measure was well above zero for all sequences indicating that improved performance through co-training is expected.
Table 3.1: The collaborative ability (CA) measure values for the three sequences. The CA measure ranges between zero and one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence #</th>
<th>CA value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We demonstrated the improvement through online co-training at each location in two different ways. Firstly, we divided the sequences in equal size chunks and show that classification accuracy improves with time though online learning. Figure 3.5 first column shows classification results over two minute subsets for the three sequences. Note that with the exception of one interval in the second sequence, the performance either consistently improves with time or remains stable. The performance measure was the classification accuracy, i.e., the percentage of the number of valid vehicle and pedestrian detections to the total number of detections.

For further analysis of the method, we divided each sequence into two sets. In the first set the classification results were obtained using the multi-class Adaboost.M1 classifier without co-training. Then the other set was run with the co-trainable classifier, stopping when a pre-determined number of labeled examples had updated the classifier parameters. Once the updated parameters were obtained, the boosting algorithm was re-run on the first sequence with the classifier parameters frozen and the change in performance was measured. The
improvement in the performance of the algorithm in the first setup is shown in Figure 3.5 column 2. The horizontal axis shows the number of examples obtained through co-training from the second sequence, and the vertical axis shows the detection rates on the test sequence. The detection rates improve significantly even with a small number of new training examples. Since the automatically labeled training examples are from the specific scene on which the classifier is being evaluated on, only a few co-trained examples are sufficient to increase the detection accuracy. The classification accuracy was relatively low for sequence 2 since there was persistent occlusion between vehicles. Detection results for the three sequences are shown in Figures 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7.

Upon analysis of the examples selected for co-training by the base classifiers we found out that approximately 96% of these were correctly labeled. The small number of misclassification were caused mainly by occlusion. One important point in the use of examples obtained through co-training for update of classifier parameters is that, if the examples are misaligned, or the target object is only partially visible, then updating the classifier parameters with that example can lower the classification accuracy. We reduce the likelihood of such a scenario by forcing the detected region to be within the foreground regions as determined by the background modeling algorithm. Moreover we only select those examples that are at peaks of the (boosted) classifier scoring function, as suggested in [LVF03].

Another problem that might arise during co-training is that if examples of one class are observed in much greater numbers than other classes. Updating the classifier parameters by training through examples of one class only can bias the classifier. This problem always
occurs in a scenario when the background has to be distinguished from the object by the classifier. In this case, the examples of the background class outnumber by far the examples of the object class. Since, we are removing most of the background region by background subtraction, this scenario is less likely to occur. To avoid this problem completely, if examples of one class are being confidently labeled in much greater number than others, then one can store the examples and sample them in numbers comparable to other classes, rather than using all of them for training.

3.9 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we presented a unified boosting based framework for online detection and classification of objects. The examples that were confidently labeled by a small subset of base classifiers were used to update both the boosting coefficients and the base classifiers. We have demonstrated that a classifier’s performance can be significantly improved just by using a small numbers of examples from the specific scenario in which the classifier is employed. This is because the variation in the poses of objects, backgrounds and illumination conditions in a specific scene is far less than the possible variation in all possible detection scenarios. The use of co-training in an online classification framework allows us to focus on the specific subset of poses and backgrounds likely to be viewed in each scenario, thus greatly improving the classification performance.
Figure 3.5: First Column: Change in performance with increase in time for sequence 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The performance was measured over two minute intervals. Approximately 150 to 200 possible detections of vehicles or pedestrians were made in each time interval. Second Column: Performance vs. the number of co-trained examples, for sequences 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The graphs for each sequence show the improvement in performance with the increase in the use of examples labeled by the co-training method.
Figure 3.6: Moving object classification results from sequence 2.

Figure 3.7: Moving object classification results from sequence 3. Note that in row 2, first image the car has been misclassified due to occlusion from the tree branches.
CHAPTER 4

TRACKING IN A SINGLE CAMERA

4.1 Introduction

The goal of tracking is to determine the position and motion of objects in a sequence of images. If the objects are continuously observable and their shape, size or motion do not vary over time then tracking is not a hard problem. However, in realistic environments, none of these assumptions hold true. Objects do undergo occlusion, that is, another object or structure blocks the view of the objects. Therefore, observations of the objects are not continuously available. Objects, specially people undergo a change in shape while moving. In addition, their motion is not constant. Both people and vehicles can accelerate, de-accelerate or make a complete change in their direction of motion. Thus, tracking in realistic scenarios is a hard problem. We formulate the object tracking problem as region tracking, where regions are 2D projections of objects on the image plane. We assume that regions can enter and exit the view space. They can undergo a change in motion and they can also get occluded by the other regions.
We report the related work in Section 4.2. We point out the issues that any tracking algorithm needs to deal with, in Section 4.3. Our approach to the tracking problem is presented [JS02, JRA03b] in Section 4.4. The results and future work are discussed in Sections 4.5 and 4.6 respectively.

4.2 Related Work

The methods to solve the single camera tracking problem can be divided into a number of categories depending upon exactly what is being tracked. These categories are discussed in the following sections.

4.2.1 Feature Point Tracking Methods

The feature tracking methods assume that measurements of certain features are available over time. The measurements are of fixed length, i.e., the dimensionality of the measurement vector does not change over time. The task is to establish correspondence between measurements, i.e., to determine if the measurements taken at different times originate from the same feature. Measurements can be spurious, i.e., they originate from noisy sensor rather than an actual geometric feature. In addition, occlusion can take place between the features
resulting in the loss of measurements for some features. Both deterministic and statistical approaches have been proposed to solve these problems.

### 4.2.1.1 Deterministic Methods

The point feature is the simplest feature to track. A number of approaches have been proposed to solve the point correspondence problem with deterministic algorithms. Sethi and Jain [SJ87] used a greedy exchange (GE) algorithm to minimize a cost function for tracking. The cost function was based on motion smoothness constraint, i.e., minimal change in velocity was assumed. The GE algorithm assumed that the correspondence between the first two frames was known. Rangarajan and Shah [RS91] proposed the proximal uniformity constraint to perform motion correspondence. The assumption was that points followed smooth paths and covered small distances in small time intervals. A non-iterative greedy algorithm was used to assign correspondences. This algorithm allowed for occlusion and for missing point detection but did not allow for false detections. Chetverikov and Verestoy [CV99] also used the smoothness constraint for tracking by a three step algorithm. In the first step, the initial correspondence between points in the first three frames is established. In the second step tracking is performed in the subsequent frames. Trajectories broken due to long occlusions are connected in the third step. Veenman et. al. [VRB01] introduced individual, combined and global motion models for establishing point correspondences. The individual motion model represented the motion of individual points. The combined motion
model enforced the motion smoothness constraint over the complete set of points. The global motion model extended the smoothness constraint over the whole sequence. The authors also presented an optimal greedy algorithm that assigns the correspondences by using the aforementioned motion models. The algorithm allowed for occlusion, entries, exits and false detection of point features.

4.2.1.2 Statistical Methods

The best known statistical approach for tracking is the Multiple Hypothesis Tracker (MHT) [CH96]. The MHT attempts to match a variable number of feature points globally while allowing for missing or false detection. At each time instant MHT maintains a set of current hypothesis. Each hypothesis represents a different set of assignments of measurements to features, i.e., it is a collection of disjoint tracks, where a track is defined as a sequence of measurements that are assumed to originate from the same physical entity. Each hypothesis predicts the location of a set of expected entity features and these are compared with actual measurements in the next frame on the basis of Mahalanobis distance. This approach is computationally expensive, though real time approximations have been proposed [SPB97]. There is a class of suboptimal methods that require constant computation for establishing correspondence over a fixed set of frames. The Joint Probability Data Association Filter (JPDAF) considers the possibility of all measurements originating from any feature. It assumes that the number of features to be tracked is known a priori. Thus it cannot deal
with entrance and exits of features. There is a large amount of literature on data association. The standard text is by Bar-Shalom and Fortmann [BF88]. In order to enable JPDAF to perform tracking in an environment, where exits and entries of features are possible, methods combining JPDAF and multi-hypothesis tracker have also been proposed by Bar-Shalom et. al. [Edse].

People, as opposed to points, are projected as regions on the image plane. Each region is composed of a certain number of pixels. The size and shape of regions can change over time, thus feature correspondence algorithms are not ideally suited to track people.

### 4.2.2 Region Tracking Methods

The region tracking algorithms can be loosely divided into two main groups. The algorithms that track the boundary or contour of the target region and the algorithms that track the appearance of the region. Usually the later methods do not explicitly track the change in shape of the region, rather a fixed shape appearance model is used for tracking. Recently algorithms have been proposed that combine these two approaches. Below, we will discuss each category of the region tracking methods in detail.

#### 4.2.2.1 Contour Trackers (SNAKES)

A snake is an elastic curve that is fitted to the detected features of a region. The fitting is done through an energy minimization function which draws the curve towards the features.
One of the most commonly used features is the edge map of the image. The constraints of smoothness and continuity are imposed on the curves. A large amount of research has been conducted on contour trackers. The seminal work on snakes was by Kass et. al. [KWT87]. Williams and Shah [WS92] presented a greedy algorithm for contour fitting. Bouthemy et.al [RB00] used spatio-temporal XT slices from the image sequence volume for tracking regions. The XT trajectories were extracted as contour tracks over successive XY images. An extensive treatment of the subject is provided by Isard and Blake [BI97]. Contours can also be tracked by representing them as evolving wavefronts using partial differential equations [PD00], [BBA00]. More details on variational methods for tracking can be obtain from the text by Sethian [Set96].

4.2.2.2 Appearance Trackers

These trackers model the appearance of the target object. Comaniciu et. al [CRM00],[CRM03] proposed a mean shift approach for region tracking. The task of finding the region in current frame was formulated as follows: the feature representing the color or texture of the target region being tracked was assumed to have a density function, while a candidate region also had a feature distributed by a certain density. The problem was to find a candidate region whose associated density is most similar to the target density. A modified Bhattacharyya coefficient measure was used as a distance metric between the distributions. The approach adopted by Jepson et. al [JFE03] involved appearance models learned over time, along with
motion information and an outlier modeling process. An online EM-algorithm was used to adapt the appearance model parameters over time. One major shortcoming of the appearance trackers is that they cannot adjust to large changes in scale or shape of the target region.

4.2.3 Methods to Track People

People tracking approaches exploit the shape and motion of human body to achieve correspondence. Some trackers attempt to track the complete human body using body models, i.e., tracking limbs, head and torso. Other approaches attempt to track the projected 2D silhouette of body. Surveys by Aggarwal and Cai [AC99], Gavrilla [Gav99], and Moeslund et al. [MG01] provide a detailed overview of human motion tracking and analysis. Here we give a brief description of the person tracking approaches.

4.2.3.1 Model-Based Person Tracking

The human body model usually consists of connected cylinders or Gaussians. Rohr [Roh94] found the outline of human body by Eigen vector line-fitting and then fitted the 2D projection to the 3D model by minimizing a distance measure. Rehg et. al [CR99] used the Multiple Hypothesis approach to fit the silhouette information to a 2D prismatic body model.
Deutscher et. al. [DBR00] used the particle filtering approach to fit edge and silhouette features to a body model.

The problem of full body tracking is very difficult. The reasons being non-linear motion, dynamic shapes changes, and constant self occlusion between human body parts. Good tracking results have only been obtained in very controlled circumstances, i.e., tracking a single person walking fairly close to the camera, and most of the above mentioned approaches require manual initialization. Thus these approaches are not suitable for use in automated surveillance systems.

4.2.3.2 2D Tracking of Person Silhouette

For automated surveillance systems, tracking is usually carried out on foreground regions obtained by the background subtraction process. Azerbayejani et. al. [WAP97] proposed region tracking using probabilistic models of human body. A single human body was tracked by fitting a mixture of Gaussian to the silhouette. The method doesn’t deal with tracking of multiple humans. W4 [HHD00] used template matching with 2nd order motion prediction for tracking regions. The templates were constructed by combining the gray scale textural appearance and shape information of person together in a single template. These templates were also used to resolve the correspondence after occlusion. Multiple people in a single foreground region were detected by finding peaks in the silhouette and in the vertical projection. Khan and Shah [KS00] used a mixture of Gaussians in spatial and color space to
track people. Each person upon its entry was segmented into a set of classes by fitting a Gaussian mixture model, using the EM algorithm. In subsequent frames, a class label was assigned to each pixel by computing the probability of that pixel belonging to each of the existing classes and picking the maximum probability. Tao et. al. [ZNL01] used Kalman filter and region correlation to establish correspondence. Elgammal et. al. [EDH02] modeled the color of the people by kernel density estimates. The shape was modeled by training three Gaussian distributions, where three Gaussians modeled the head, torso, and legs of the person. The correspondences were assigned using the maximum likelihood approach. The above mentioned methods assumed that a single person cannot belong to multiple regions. McKenna et. al. [MJD00] used only color histograms to track people. Heuristics were used to merge two regions close to each other, thus a single person could belong to two regions. Since no motion or shape model is being used, there is a high probability of error if objects are similarly colored.

4.3 Problems in Tracking 2D silhouettes of People

One of the major issues that a tracking algorithm needs to solve is tracking during occlusion. Another problem is the occurrence of simultaneous exit and entry of objects at the same scene location. We will now discuss these problems in detail.
4.3.1 Occlusion

Occlusion occurs when an object is not visible in an image because some other object/structure is blocking its view. Tracking objects under occlusion is difficult because accurate position and velocity of an occluded object cannot be determined. Different cases of occlusion are described in the following:

- **Inter-object occlusion** occurs when one object blocks the view of other objects in the field of view of the camera. The background subtraction method gives a single region for occluding objects. If two initially non-occluding objects cause occlusion then this condition can be easily detected. However, if objects enter the scene while occluding each other then it is difficult to determine if inter-object occlusion is occurring. The problem is to identify that the foreground region contains multiple objects and to determine the location of each object in the region. Since people usually move in groups, which results in frequent inter-object occlusion, therefore detecting and resolving inter-object occlusion is important for surveillance applications.

- **Occlusion of objects due to scene structures** causes the objects to disappear completely for a certain amount of time, that is there is no foreground region representing such objects. For example, a person walks behind a building, or a person enters a car. A decision has to be made whether to wait for reappearance of the objects, or determine that the object has exited the scene.
4.3.2 Entries and Exits

Detecting exit and entries is another problem in tracking objects for surveillance purposes. Entry is defined as an object entering the field of view of the camera. Entries and exits are easy to detect if (exiting and entering) objects are separate in the camera view. However, detecting an entry and an exit of two (or more objects) at the same place and at the same time is difficult. If one person enters the scene at a certain position while another person leaves from the same position at the same time then this scenario needs to be distinguished from the situation in which person moves right near the exit and then start moving in the direction it came from.

4.4 Proposed Approach for Tracking

4.4.1 Assumptions

We assume that the camera is stationary. We also assume that the frames are processed at a fast rate so that objects move a small distance between consecutive frames. We have observed that a frame processing rate of 10Hz or more is sufficient for tracking walking people. There are no restrictions on camera orientation. Camera calibration is also not required.
4.4.2 Object Tracker

The output of the background subtraction method (Chapter 2) for each frame is foreground regions $R_i$ where $0 \leq i \leq L$ and $L$ is the total number of regions. Each region $R_i$ is a set of connected pixels. Note that, it is not valid to assume that regions correspond to objects. In case of occlusion multiple objects can belong to the same region. Also similarity in color between a object and background can result in splitting of that object’s silhouette into multiple regions. Therefore, a model of object is required which can tolerate these split and merge cases.

Uninteresting objects like trees and flags can also show up as foreground regions for short periods of time. To prevent these objects from affecting the tracking results, we establish a minimum initial observation parameter, $O_{\text{min}}$. If a region disappears in less than $O_{\text{min}}$ frames, then it is considered a false detection and its tracks are removed. Also, people can disappear in the middle of the frame, for example, background subtraction module might fail to extract a person or the person might walk behind a tree. We introduce the maximum missed observation parameter, $M_{\text{max}}$, to capture this situation. The track of a person is terminated if he or she is not observed in $M_{\text{max}}$ frames.

An object, $P_k$, is modeled by color, spatial and motion models and its size, $n_k$, in terms of pixels. The shape is modeled by a Gaussian distribution, $s_k(x)$, with variance equal to the sample variance of the person silhouette. The color is modeled by a normalized histogram,
\( h_k(c(x)) \), where the function \( c(.) \) returns the color at pixel position \( x \) in the current frame.

A linear velocity predictor is used to model the motion.

For each incoming frame, each pixel \( x_i \), where \( x_i \in R_i \), votes for the label of an object, for which the product of color and spatial probability is the highest, i.e.,

\[
\arg \max_k (s_k(x)h_k(c(x))).
\]  

(4.1)

Now

- if the number of votes \( V_{i,q} \), i.e., votes from \( R_i \) for \( P_k \), are a significant percentage, say \( T \), of \( n_k \), i.e., \( (V_{i,k}/n_k) > T \), and also \( (V_{i,q}/n_q) < T \) where \( k \neq q \), then all the pixels in \( R_i \) are used to update \( P_k \)'s models. Incase more than one region satisfy this condition then all regions are used to update the object model. This case represents an object splitting into multiple regions.

- if \( (V_{i,k}/n_k) > T \), and \( (V_{i,q}/n_q) > T \) then this case represent two objects merging into a single region. In this case, only those pixels in \( R_i \) that voted for \( P_k \) will be used to update \( P_k \)'s models.

- if \( (V_{i,k}/n_k) < T \), \( \forall i \), i.e., No observation matches the model \( k \). This might be due to complete occlusion of the object or the object might have exit the frame. If position plus predicted velocity of the object is near the frame boundary, the object is determined to have exit the frame. Otherwise the mean of the spatial model is updated by linear velocity prediction. The rest of the parameters are kept constant.
• if \((V_{i,k}/n_k) < T, \forall k\), i.e., The region \(R_i\) does not match any model. This means it is a new entry. A new object model is created for this region.

Figure 4.1: PETS Dataset 1, test, camera 2 sequence (frames 2440-2580). The first row shows the images. The second row shows regions obtained by background subtraction along with their bounding boxes.

4.5 Results

The tracking approach described in previous sections was applied to a large number of video sequences. It performed quite well, in particular it was able to deal with complicated occlusions between multiple people. The algorithm was also applied with just the spatial and motion model on the sequences provided for the purpose of performance evaluation of tracking in the “Second IEEE International Workshop on Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance, PETS 2001” [Soh01]. Specifically the video sequences (dataset
Figure 4.2: Complicated occlusion example. The top two rows show the images from the sequence. The next two rows show the regions obtained from background subtraction and their bounding boxes. Notice that occlusion between 2 cars and a group of people was handled successfully. PETS Data Set 1, Testing, Camera 1 sequence. Frames 795-940

1 test sequences 1 and 2) were used. The PETS sequences were JPEG compressed and therefore noisy. Each sequence consisted of 2688 frames. The sequences contained persons, groups or people walking together and vehicles. For each sequence, the tracking program detects moving object in the scene and calculates bounding box, centroid and correspondence
of each object over the frames. Entry of a group of people was detected as a single entry. However, as soon as one person separated from the group he/she was tracked separately. The tracking algorithm successfully handled occlusions between people, between vehicles and between people and vehicles as shown in Figure 4.2.

Fig 4.3 shows tracking results on a person and a vehicle on sunny day. Note that there is strong lighting variation across the scene due to shadows of buildings and trees. Fig 4.4 shows tracking results on people. Our tracker was able to track each person during partial occlusion. Correct tracking was also maintained through complete occlusion of people. The algorithm was able to tackle occlusion between multiple persons simultaneously. The algorithm was also tested in the down town Orlando. Fig 4.5 shows tracking results on a cloudy day in down town orlando. The algorithm is successful in establishing correspondences in these varied conditions. Figure 4.6 shows a person being completely occluded by a bus. The predicted position of the person is near the frame boundary, therefore the person is determined to have exit the frame. Figure 4.7 shows tracking results in an indoor situation in which people are partially occluded by scene structure, i.e., a desk in this particular case.

We have tested our system in varying illumination conditions, with multiple people and vehicles in the scene, and in both indoor and outdoor scenarios. The above mentioned experiments clearly demonstrate that our algorithm is able to robustly track objects in a variety of circumstances. Please see Figure 6.3(b) (chapter 6) for analysis of tracking performance over six hours of video in realistic scenarios. More results are available on http://www.cs.ucf.edu/~vision/projects/Knight/KNIGHT.html.
Figure 4.3: Orlando Down Town, Orange Ave. A person and a vehicle being tracked on a sunny day, i.e., in the presence of strong shadows.

4.6 Discussion

The proposed tracker is successful in resolving occlusions between people. However, it does make the assumption that there is no occlusion when a person model is initialized, i.e., when a person first appears in the camera view he/she is not undergoing occlusion. This assumption is reasonable only for a low density of traffic in the camera view. In most surveillance scenarios, there is a moderate to high density of people in the scene. People usually walk in groups in such a scenario. Thus, a tracker must have the ability to detect the number and position of people in a scene. In our opinion, people segmentation should use multiple cues including face location [YKA02, LW00] body shape [ZN00], color of clothing,
gradients at boundaries and the human body size information. However, with the current limitations on computing power, it might not be possible to fuse information from such a large number of cues for real time tracking.
Figure 4.4: Tracking results in a single camera. The tracker is capable of handling multiple occluded people.
Figure 4.5: Orlando downtown. Two persons being tracked on a cloudy day (low illumination).

Figure 4.6: Orlando downtown. A person being completely occluded by a bus. Since the position plus predicted velocity of the person is near the frame boundary, the person is determined to have exit the frame.
Figure 4.7: Tracking results in an indoor environment. Note that location of object is estimated fairly accurately even during occlusion.
CHAPTER 5

TRACKING IN MULTIPLE CAMERAS WITH DISJOINT VIEWS

5.1 Problem Overview and Key Challenges

In most cases, it is not possible for a single camera to observe the complete area of interest because sensor resolution is finite and structures in the scene limit the visible areas. Thus, multiple cameras are required to observe large environments. Even, in this case, it is usually not possible to completely cover large areas with cameras. Therefore, in realistic scenarios, surveillance of wide areas requires a system with the ability to track objects while observing them through multiple cameras with non-overlapping field of views. Moreover, it is preferable that the tracking approach does not require camera calibration or complete site modelling since the luxury of calibrated cameras or site models is not available in most situations. Also, maintaining calibration between a large network of sensors is a daunting task, since a slight change in the position of a sensor will require the calibration process to be repeated. In
this chapter, we present an algorithm that caters for all these constraints and tracks people across multiple un-calibrated cameras with non-overlapping field of views.

The task of a multi-camera tracker is to establish correspondence between observations across cameras. Multi-camera tracking specially across non-overlapping views is a challenging problem because of two reasons.

- The observations of an object are often widely separated in time and space, when viewed from non-overlapping cameras. Thus, unlike conventional single camera tracking approaches, proximity in space and time cannot be used to constrain possible correspondences.

- The appearance of an object in one camera view might be very different from its appearance in another camera view due to the differences in illumination, pose and camera properties.

In order to deal with the first problem, we assume that the tracks of individual cameras are available, and find the correspondences between these tracks in different cameras such that the corresponded tracks belong to same object in the real world. We use the observations of people through the system of cameras to discover relationships between the cameras. For example, suppose two cameras $A$ and $B$ are successively arranged alongside a walkway, as shown in Figure 5.1. Suppose people moving along one direction of the walkway that are initially observed in camera $A$ are also observed entering camera $B$ after a certain time interval. The people can take many paths across $A$ and $B$. However, due to physical and
practical constraints some of the paths will be more likely to be taken on people than others. Thus, the usual locations of exits and entrances between cameras, direction of movement and the average time taken to reach from \( A \) to \( B \) can be used to constrain correspondences. We refer to these cues as *space-time* cues. Another cue for tracking is the appearance of persons as they move through cameras. We present a MAP estimation framework to use these cues in a principled manner for tracking. We use Parzen windows, also known as kernel density estimators, to estimate the inter-camera space-time probabilities from the training data, i.e. the probability of a person entering a certain camera at a certain time given the location, time and velocity of its exit from other cameras. Using Parzen windows lets the data ‘speak for itself’ ([LHH99]) rather than imposing assumptions.

![Figure 5.1: The figure shows two possible paths a person can take from camera A to B](image)

A commonly used cue for tracking in a single camera is the appearance of the objects. The color distribution of an object is a function of scene illumination, object geometry, object surface material properties (e.g. surface albedo) and camera parameters. Among all these, only the object surface material properties remain constant as the object moves across cameras. Thus, the observed color distribution of an object can be fairly different when
viewed from two different cameras. One way to match appearances in different cameras, is by finding a transformation that maps the appearance of an object in one camera image to its appearance in the other camera image. Unfortunately, for a given pair of cameras, this transformation is not unique and also depends upon the scene illumination and camera parameters. In this chapter, we show that despite these large number of parameters, for a given pair of cameras, all such transformations lie in a low dimensional subspace. The proposed method learns this subspace of color mappings (brightness transfer functions) for each pair of cameras from the training data by using probabilistic principal component analysis. Thus, given appearances in two different cameras, we can estimate the probability that the transformation that maps one of these appearance to another lies in the subspace of brightness transfer functions of these cameras.

We present a MAP estimation framework to use these cues in a principled manner for tracking. The correspondence probability, i.e., the probability that two observations originate from the same object, depends on both the space-time information and the appearance. Tracks are assigned by estimating the correspondences which maximize the posterior probabilities. This is achieved by converting the MAP estimation problem into a problem of finding the path cover of a directed graph for which an optimal solution can be efficiently obtained.

In the next section, we discuss related research. In Section 5.3, a Bayesian formulation of the problem is presented. Learning of path and appearance probabilities is discussed in
Sections 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. In Section 5.6, a method to find correspondences that maximizes the a posteriori probabilities is given. Results are presented in Section 5.7.

5.2 Related Work

The methods proposed to achieve multi-camera correspondence can be divided into two categories on the basis of their requirement of an overlapping field of view.

5.2.1 Multi-Camera Tracking Methods Requiring Overlapping Views

A large amount of work on multi-camera surveillance assumes overlapping views. Jain and Wakimoto [JW95] used calibrated cameras and an environmental model to obtain 3D location of a person. The fact that multiple views of the same person mapped to the same 3D location, was used for establishing correspondence. Cai and Aggarwal [CA99], used multiple calibrated cameras for surveillance. Geometric and intensity features were used to match objects for tracking. These features were modelled as multi-variate Gaussians and the Mahalanobis distance measure was used for matching. The proposed surveillance system also selected the best view of the tracked object. Collins et. al. [CLF01] developed a system consisting of multiple calibrated cameras and a site model. Objects were detected using background subtraction. Normalized cross correlation of detected objects and their location on the 3D
site model were for tracking. Chang and Gong [TCG01] used multiple features for tracking. The top most point on one object detected in one camera was used to compute its associated epipolar line in other cameras. The distance between the epipolar line and the object detected in the other camera was used to constrain correspondence. In addition height and color were also used as features for tracking. Bayesian network was used to combine these features and obtain correspondences. Dockstader and Tekalp[DT01] also used Bayesian networks for tracking and occlusion reasoning across cameras with overlapping views. Sparse motion estimation and appearance were used as features.

Lee et. al. [LRS00] proposed an approach for tracking in cameras with overlapping FOV’s that did not require calibration. The camera calibration information was recovered by matching motion trajectories obtained from different views and plane homographies were computed from the most frequent matches. Once the correct homography was established, finer alignment was achieved through global frame alignment. Khan et. al. [KS03, KJR01, JKR00] used the field of view line constraints to handoff labels from one camera to another. The FOV information was learned during a training phase. Using this information, when an object was viewed in one camera, all the other cameras in which the person was visible could be predicted. Tracking in individual cameras was needed to be resolved before handoff could occur. The proposed method did not require camera calibration.

Most of the above mentioned tracking methods require a large overlap in the field of view (FOV) of the cameras. This requirement is usually prohibitive in terms of cost and computational resources for surveillance of wide areas.
5.2.2 Multi-Camera Tracking Methods for Non-Overlapping Views

These methods attempt to track people in an environment not fully covered by the camera’s field of views. Huang and Russel [HR97] presented a probabilistic approach for object identification across two cameras. Their task was to correspond vehicles across cameras on a highway. The appearance was modelled by the mean of the color. Transition times were modelled as Gaussian distributions. They assumed that initial transition probabilities were known. The problem was transformed into a weighted assignment problem for establishing correspondence. Our work is different from the above mentioned approach in that, Huang and Russel presented an application specific solution i.e. vehicles travelling in one direction, vehicles being in one of three lanes and solution formulation for only two calibrated cameras. We present a general solution, which allows movement in all direction for arbitrary number of un-calibrated cameras. We do not assume that the transition probabilities are known. In addition, Huang and Russel’s online correspondence algorithm trades off correct correspondence accuracy with solution space coverage, which forces them to commit early and possibly make an erroneous correspondence. Moreover, appearance is modeled by just the mean color value of the whole object, which is not enough to distinguish between multi-colored objects like people.

Kettnaker and Zabih [KZ99] used a Bayesian formulation of the problem to reconstruct the paths of objects across multiple cameras. The problem was transformed into a linear program to establish correspondence. They required manual input of the topology of allow-
able paths of movement and the transition probabilities. It was also assumed that the paths and transition probabilities were constant. Thus their approach was unable to cope with any change in the assumed paths of people. On the other hand, our method automatically learns the relationship between cameras together with most likely paths probabilities and transition time intervals. Moreover, our method updates the probabilities online to keep up with changing traffic patterns. In Kettnaker and Zabih’s formulation, assumptions different from ours were used, which lead to different correspondence probabilities. Furthermore, the positions, velocities and transition times of objects across cameras were not jointly modeled. We do not assume independence between these obviously correlated features. Ellis et al. [EMB03] determined the topology of a camera network by using a two stage algorithm. First the entry and exit zones of each camera were determined, then the links between these zones across cameras were found using the co-occurrence of entry and exit events. The proposed method assumes that correct correspondences will cluster in the feature space (location and time) while the wrong correspondences will generally be scattered across the feature space. The method also assumes that all objects moving across a particular camera pair have similar speed. Recently, Rahimi et al. [RD04] proposed a method to reconstruct the complete path of an object as it moved in a scene observed by non-overlapping cameras and to recover the ground plane calibration of the cameras. They modeled the dynamics of the moving object as a Markovian process. Given the location and velocity of the object from the multiple cameras, they estimated the most compatible trajectory with the object dynamics using a non-linear minimization scheme. The authors assumed that the objects move on a ground
plane and that all trajectory data of the object is available, which is why it is not suitable for online implementation. Their scheme also assumes that the correspondence of the trajectories in different cameras is already known. In contrast, establishing correspondence is the very problem that we are trying to solve.

5.3 Probabilistic Formulation of the Multi-Camera Tracking Problem

Suppose that we have a system of $r$ cameras $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_r$ with non-overlapping views. Further, assume that there are $n$ objects $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n$ in the environment (the number of the objects is not assumed to be known). Each of these objects are viewed from different cameras at different time instants. Assume that the task of single camera tracking is already solved, and let $O_j = \{O_{j,1}, O_{j,2}, \ldots, O_{j,m_j}\}$ be the set of $m_j$ observations that were observed by the camera $C_j$. Each of these observations $O_{j,a}$ is a track of some object from its entry to its exit in the field of view of camera $C_j$, and is based on two features, appearance of the object $O_{j,a}(\text{app})$ and space-time features of the object $O_{j,a}(\text{st})$ (location, velocity, time etc.). It is reasonable to assume that both $O_{j,a}(\text{app})$ and $O_{j,a}(\text{st})$ are independent of each other, i.e., the appearance of an object does not depend on its location and vice versa. The problem of multi-camera tracking is to find which of the observations in the system of cameras belong to the same object. Since the observations are time stamped and mutually exclusive (because
of non-overlapping fields of view), it is usually helpful to view the set of observations of each object as a chain of observations with earlier observations preceding the latter ones. The task of grouping the observations of each object can then be seen as finding the consecutive observations in each such chain.

For a formal definition of the above problem, we let a correspondence $k_{a,b}^{c,d}$ be an ordered pair $(O_{a,b}, O_{c,d})$, which defines the hypothesis that the observations $O_{a,b}$ and $O_{c,d}$ are consecutive observations of the same object in the environment, with the observation $O_{a,b}$ preceding the observation $O_{c,d}$. The problem of multi-camera tracking is to find a set of correspondences $K = \{k_{a,b}^{c,d}\}$ such that $k_{a,b}^{c,d} \in K$ if and only if $O_{a,b}$ and $O_{c,d}$ correspond to consecutive observations of the same object in the environment.

Let $\Sigma$ be the solution space of the multi-camera tracking problem as described above. From the above discussion, we know that each observation of an object is preceded or succeeded by a maximum of one observation (of the same object). Hence, if $K = \{k_{i,a}^{j,b}\}$ is a candidate solution in $\Sigma$, then for all $\{k_{a,b}^{c,d}, k_{p,q}^{r,s}\} \subseteq K$, $(a, b) \neq (p, q)$ and $(c, d) \neq (r, s)$. We define the solution of the multi-camera tracking problem to be a hypothesis $K'$ in the solution space $\Sigma$ that maximizes the a posteriori probability, and is given by:

$$K' = \arg \max_{K \in \Sigma} P(K|O).$$

Now, let $K = \{k_{i,a}^{j,b}\}$ be a hypothesis in $\Sigma$. Assuming that each correspondence, i.e., a matching between two observations, is conditionally independent of other observations and correspondences, we have:
\[ P(K|O) = P(K|O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_r) = \prod_{k_{i,a} \in K} P\left(k_{i,a}^{j,b} | O_{i,a}, O_{j,b}\right), \tag{5.1} \]

where \( P\left(k_{i,a}^{j,b} | O_{i,a}, O_{j,b}\right) \) is the conditional probability of the correspondence \( k_{i,a}^{j,b} \), given the observations \( O_{i,a} \) and \( O_{j,b} \) for two cameras \( C_i \) and \( C_j \) in the system. From Bayes Theorem, we have,

\[
P\left(k_{i,a}^{j,b} | O_{i,a}, O_{j,b}\right) = \frac{P\left(O_{i,a}, O_{j,b} | k_{i,a}^{j,b}\right) P\left(k_{i,a}^{j,b}\right)}{P\left(O_{i,a}, O_{j,b}\right)}. \tag{5.2} \]

Using the above equation along with the independence of observations \( O_{j,a}(\text{app}) \) and \( O_{j,a}(\text{st}) \) (for all \( a \) and \( j \)), we have,

\[
P(K|O) = \prod_{k_{i,a} \in K} \left( \frac{1}{P\left(O_{i,a}, O_{j,b}\right)} P\left(O_{i,a}(\text{app}), O_{j,b}(\text{app}) | k_{i,a}^{j,b}\right) \right) P\left(O_{i,a}(\text{st}), O_{j,b}(\text{st}) | k_{i,a}^{j,b}\right) P\left(k_{i,a}^{j,b}\right). \tag{5.3} \]

We define the prior \( P\left(k_{i,a}^{j,b}\right) \) to be the probability \( P(C_i, C_j) \) of a transition from camera \( C_i \) to \( C_j \). Moreover, we assume that the observation pairs are uniformly distributed and hence, \( P\left(O_{i,a}, O_{j,b}\right) \) is a constant scale factor. Thus the problem is reduced to the solution of following term:

\[
K' = \arg\max_{K \in \Sigma} \prod_{k_{i,a}^{j,b} \in K} \left( P\left(O_{i,a}(\text{app}), O_{j,b}(\text{app}) | k_{i,a}^{j,b}\right) P\left(O_{i,a}(\text{st}), O_{j,b}(\text{st}) | k_{i,a}^{j,b}\right) P\left(C_i, C_j\right) \right). \tag{5.4} 
\]
This is equivalent to maximizing the following term (where the product is replaced by summation by taking the log of the above term):

\[
K' = \arg \max_{K \in \Sigma} \sum_{k_{i,a}^j \in K} \log \left( P(O_{i,a}(app), O_{j,b}(app)|k_{i,a}^j) P(O_{i,a}(st), O_{j,b}(st)|k_{i,a}^j) P(C_i, C_j) \right)
\]

In order to maximize the posterior, we need to find the space-time and appearance probability density functions. This issue is discussed in the next two sections.

### 5.4 Learning Inter-Camera Space-Time Probabilities

Learning is carried out by assuming that the correspondences are known. One way to achieve this is to use only appearance matching for establishing correspondence since path information is unknown. Note that during training it is not necessary to correspond all objects across cameras. Only the best matches can be used for learning.

The Parzen window technique is used to estimate the space-time pdfs between each pair of cameras. Suppose we have a sample \(S\) consisting of \(n, d\) dimensional, data points \(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\) from a multi-variate distribution \(p(x)\), then an estimate \(\hat{p}(x)\) of the density at \(x\) can be calculated using

\[
\hat{p}(x) = \frac{1}{n} |H|^{-\frac{d}{2}} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \kappa(H^{-\frac{1}{2}}(x - x_i)),
\]

(5.6)
where the $d$-variate kernel $\kappa(x)$ is a bounded function satisfying $\int \kappa(x) dx = 1$, and $H$ is the symmetric $d \times d$ bandwidth matrix. The multivariate kernel $\kappa(x)$ can be generated from a product of symmetric univariate kernels $\kappa_u$, i.e.,

$$\kappa(x) = \prod_{j=1}^{d} \kappa_u(x_{ij}). \quad (5.7)$$

The position/time feature vector $x$, used for learning the space-time pdf’s from camera $C_i$ to $C_j$, i.e., $P(O_{i,a}(st), O_{j,b}(st)|k_{i,a}^{j,b})$, is a vector, consisting of the exit location and entry locations in cameras, indices of entry and exit cameras, exit velocities, and the time interval between exit and entry events. We use univariate Gaussian kernels to generate $\kappa(x)$. Moreover, to reduce the complexity, $H$ is assumed to be a diagonal matrix, i.e., $H = diag[h_1^2, h_2^2, \ldots, h_d^2]$.

Each time, a correspondence is made during the training phase, the observed feature is added to the sample $S$.

The observations of an object exiting from one camera and entering into another will be separated by a certain time interval. We refer to this interval as the \textit{inter-camera travel time}. Following are some key observations that are modeled by the proposed system.

- The dependence of the inter-camera travel time on the magnitude and direction of motion of the object.
- The dependence of the inter-camera travel time interval on the location of exit from one camera and location of entrance in the other.
- The correlation among the locations of exits and entrances in cameras.
Since the correspondences are known in the training phase, the likely time intervals and exit/entrance locations are learned by estimating the pdf. The reason for using the Parzen window approach for estimation is that, rather than imposing assumptions, the nonparametric technique allows us to directly approximate the $d$ dimensional density describing the joint pdf. It is also guaranteed to converge to any density function with enough training samples [DHS00]. Moreover, it does not impose any restrictions on the shape of the function, neither does it assume independence between the feature set.

5.5 Estimating Change in Appearances across Cameras

In addition to the space-time information, we want to model the changes in the appearance of an object from one camera to another. The idea here is to learn the change in the color of objects as they move between the cameras from the training data, and use this as a cue for establishing correspondences. One possible way of doing this was proposed by Porikli [Por03]. In his approach, a brightness transfer function (BTF) $f_{ij}$ is computed for every pair of cameras $C_i$ and $C_j$, such that $f_{ij}$ maps an observed color value in Camera $C_i$ to the corresponding observation in Camera $C_j$. Once such a mapping is known, the correspondence problem is reduced to the matching of transformed histograms or appearance models. Unfortunately, this mapping is not unique and it varies from frame to frame depending on a large number of parameters that include illumination, scene geometry, exposure time, focal length, and aperture size of each camera. In addition, such a mapping does not even exist
if the objects have arbitrary geometrical shape or if they have specular reflectance. In these cases two world points with the same color in one image may have different colors in another image. To avoid such instances, we assume that the objects are planar and only have diffuse reflectance. Even with these restrictions, the variability of this mapping remains a major issue.

In the following subsections, we show that despite a large number of unknown parameters, all BTFs from a given camera to another camera lie in a low dimensional subspace. Moreover, we present a method to learn this subspace from the training data and use this information to determine how likely it is for observations in different cameras to belong to the same object. In other words, given observations $O_{i,a}(app)$ and $O_{j,b}(app)$ from cameras $C_i$ and $C_j$ respectively, and given all possible brightness transfer functions from camera $C_i$ to camera $C_j$, we want to estimate the probability that the observations $O_{i,a}(app)$ and $O_{j,b}(app)$ belong to the same object.

5.5.1 The Space of Brightness Transfer Functions

Let $L_i(p, t)$ denote the scene reflectance at a (world) point $p$ of an object that is illuminated by white light, when viewed from camera $C_i$ at time instant $t$. By the assumption that the objects do not have specular reflectance, we may write $L_i(p, t)$ as a product of (a) material related terms, $M_i(p, t) = M(p)$ (for example, albedo) and (b) illumination/camera geometry
Table 5.1: Commonly used BRDF models that satisfy Equation 5.8. The subscripts $i$ and $r$ denote the incident and the reflected directions measured with respect to surface normal. $I$ is the source intensity, $\rho$ is the albedo, $\sigma$ is the surface roughness, $\alpha = \max(\theta_i, \theta_r)$ and $\beta = \min(\theta_i, \theta_r)$. Note that for generalized Lambertian model to satisfy Equation 5.8, we must assume that the surface roughness $\sigma$ is constant over the plane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$G$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lambertian</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>$\frac{I}{\pi} \cos \theta_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Lambertian</td>
<td>$\rho \left[ 1 - \frac{0.5\sigma^2}{\sigma^2+0.33} + \frac{0.15\sigma^2}{\sigma^2+0.09} \cos (\phi_i - \phi_r) \sin \alpha \tan \beta \right]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and object shape related terms, $G_i(p, t)$, i.e.,

$$L_i(p, t) = M(p)G_i(p, t).$$

(5.8)

The above given Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) model is valid for commonly used BRDFs, such as, the Lambertian model and the generalized Lambertian model [ON95] (See Table 5.1). By the assumption of planarity, $G_i(p, t) = G_i(q, t) = G_i(t)$, for all points $p$ and $q$ on a given object. Hence, we may write, $L_i(p, t) = M(p)G_i(t)$.

The image irradiance $E_i(p, t)$ is proportional to the scene radiance $L_i(p, t)$ [Hor], and is given as:

$$E_i(p, t) = L_i(p, t)Y_i(t) = M(p)G_i(t)Y_i(t),$$

(5.9)

where $Y_i(t) = \frac{\pi}{4} \left( \frac{d_i(t)}{h_i(t)} \right)^2 \cos^4 \alpha_i(p, t) = \frac{\pi}{4} \left( \frac{d_i(t)}{h_i(t)} \right)^2 c$, is a function of camera parameters at time $t$. $h_i(t)$ and $d_i(t)$ are the focal length and diameter (aperture) of lens respectively, and
\( \alpha_i(p, t) \) is the angle that the principal ray from point \( p \) makes with the optical axis. The fall off in sensitivity due to the term \( \cos^4 \alpha_i(p, t) \) over an object is considered negligible [Hor] and may be replaced with a constant \( c \).

If \( X_i(t) \) is the time of exposure, and \( g_i \) is the radiometric response function of the camera \( C_i \), then the measured (image) brightness of point \( p \), \( B_i(p, t) \), is related to the image irradiance as

\[
B_i(p, t) = g_i(E_i(p, t)X_i(t)) = g_i(M(p)G_i(t)Y_i(t)X_i(t)), \tag{5.10}
\]

i.e., the brightness, \( B_i(p, t) \), of the image of a world point \( p \) at time instant \( t \), is a nonlinear function of the product of its material properties \( M(p) \), geometric properties \( G_i(t) \), camera parameters, \( Y_i(t) \) and \( X_i(t) \). Consider two cameras, \( C_i \) and \( C_j \), assume that a world point \( p \) is viewed by cameras \( C_i \) and \( C_j \) at time instants \( t_i \) and \( t_j \) respectively. Since material properties \( M \) of a world point remain constant, we have,

\[
M(p) = \frac{g_i^{-1}(B_i(p, t_i))}{G_i(t_i)Y_i(t_i)X_i(t_i)} = \frac{g_j^{-1}(B_j(p, t_j))}{G_j(t_j)Y_j(t_j)X_j(t_j)}. \tag{5.11}
\]

Hence, the brightness transfer function from the image of camera \( C_i \) at time \( t_i \) to the image of camera \( C_j \) at time \( t_j \) is given by:

\[
B_j(p, t_j) = g_j \left( \frac{G_j(t_j)Y_j(t_j)X_j(t_j)}{G_i(t_i)Y_i(t_i)X_i(t_i)} g_i^{-1}(B_i(p, t_i)) \right) = g_j \left( w(t_i, t_j)g_i^{-1}(B_i(p, t_i)) \right), \tag{5.12}
\]

where \( w(t_i, t_j) \) is a function of camera parameters and illumination/scene geometry of cameras \( C_i \) and \( C_j \) at time instants \( t_i \) and \( t_j \) respectively. Since Equation 5.12 is valid for any point \( p \) on the object visible in the two cameras, we may drop the argument \( p \) from the notation. Also, since it is implicit in the discussion that the BTF is different for any two
pair of frames, we will also drop the arguments \( t_i \) and \( t_j \) for the sake of simplicity. Let \( f_{ij} \) denote a BTF from camera \( C_i \) to camera \( C_j \), then,

\[
B_j = g_j \left( w g_i^{-1}(B_i) \right) = f_{ij}(B_i).
\]  

(5.13)

In our approach, we use a non-parametric form of the BTF by sampling \( f_{ij} \) at a set of fixed increasing brightness values \( B_i(1) < B_i(2) < \ldots < B_i(n) \), and representing it as a vector. That is, \((B_j(1), \ldots, B_j(n)) = (f_{ij}(B_i(1)), \ldots, f_{ij}(B_i(n)))\). We denote the space of brightness transfer functions (SBTF) from camera \( C_i \) to camera \( C_j \) by \( \Gamma_{ij} \). It is easy to see that the dimension of \( \Gamma_{ij} \) can be at most \( d \), where \( d \) is the number of discrete brightness values (For most imaging systems, \( d = 256 \)). However, the following theorem shows that BTFs actually lie in a small subspace of the \( d \) dimensional space.

**Theorem 1**

The subspace of brightness transfer functions \( \Gamma_{ij} \) has dimension at most \( m \) if for all \( a, x \in \mathbb{R} \),

\[
g_j(ax) = \sum_{u=1}^{m} r_u(a) s_u(x), \text{ where } g_j \text{ is the radiometric response function of camera } C_j, \text{ and for all } u, 1 \leq u \leq m, r_u \text{ and } s_u \text{ are arbitrary 1D functions.}
\]

**Proof of Theorem 1** Let \( g_i \) and \( g_j \) be the radiometric response functions of cameras \( C_i \) and \( C_j \) respectively. Also assume that for all \( a, x \in \mathbb{R} \), \( g_j(ax) = \sum_{u=1}^{m} r_u(a) s_u(x) \), where \( r_u \) and \( s_u \) are some arbitrary (but fixed) 1D functions, \( 1 \leq u \leq m \). Let \( f_{ij} \) be a brightness transfer function from camera \( C_i \) to camera \( C_j \), then according to Equation \( 5.13 \), \( f_{ij} \) is given as:

\[
f_{ij} = g_j \left( w g_i^{-1}(B_i) \right) = [g_j \left( w g_i^{-1}(B_i(1)) \right) g_j \left( w g_i^{-1}(B_i(2)) \right) \ldots g_j \left( w g_i^{-1}(B_i(n)) \right)]^T
\]
Since $g_j(ax) = \sum_{u=1}^m r_u(a)s_u(x)$, we may write $f_{ij}$ as follows:

$$f_{ij} = \sum_{u=1}^m r_u(w) \left[ s_u \left( g_i^{-1}(B_i(1)) \right) s_u \left( g_i^{-1}(B_i(2)) \right) \ldots s_u \left( g_i^{-1}(B_i(n)) \right) \right]^T$$

Thus, each brightness transfer function $f_{ij} \in \Gamma_{ij}$ can be represented as a linear combination of $m$ vectors, $s_u \left( g_i^{-1}(B_i) \right)$, $1 \leq u \leq m$. Hence, the dimension of space $\Gamma_{ij}$ is at most $m$.

From Theorem 1, we see that the upper bound on the dimension of subspace depends on the radiometric response function of camera $C_j$. Though, the radiometric response functions are usually nonlinear and differ from one camera to another. They do not have exotic forms and are well-approximated by simple parametric models. Many authors have approximated the radiometric response function of a camera by a gamma function [Far01, MP95], i.e., $g(x) = \lambda x^\gamma + \mu$. Then, for all $a, x \in \mathbb{R}$,

$$g(ax) = \lambda(a x)^\gamma + \mu = \lambda a^\gamma x^\gamma + \mu = r_1(a)s_1(x) + r_2(a)s_2(x),$$

where, $r_1(a) = a^\gamma$, $s_1(x) = \lambda x^\gamma$, $r_2(a) = 1$, and $s_2(x) = \mu$. Hence, by Theorem 1, if the radiometric response function of camera $C_j$ is a gamma function, then the SBTF $\Gamma_{ij}$ has dimensions at most 2.

As compared to gamma functions, polynomials are a more general approximation of the radiometric response function. Once again, for a degree $q$ polynomial $g(x) = \sum_{u=0}^q \lambda_u x^u$ and for any $a, x \in \mathbb{R}$, we can write $g(ax) = \sum_{u=0}^q r_u(a)s_u(x)$ by putting $r_u(a) = a^u$ and $s_u(x) = \lambda_u x^u$, for all $0 \leq u \leq q$. Thus, the dimension of the SBTF $\Gamma_{ij}$ is bounded by one plus the degree of the polynomial that approximates $g_j$. It is stated in [GN03b] that most of the real world response functions are sufficiently well approximated by a low degree polynomial, i.e., a polynomial of degrees less than or equal to 10. Thus, given our assumptions, the space of inter-camera BTFs will also be of degrees less than or equal to 10.
To show empirically that the assertions made in this subsection remain valid for real world radiometric response functions, we consider 10 synthetic cameras $C_u$, $1 \leq u \leq 10$ and assign each camera a radiometric response function of some real world camera/film (These response functions are shown in Figure 5.2). For each synthetic camera $C_i$, we generate a collection of brightness transfer functions, from $C_1$ to $C_i$, by varying $w$ in the equation 5.13 and perform the principal component analysis on this collection. The plot of percentage of total variance over the number of components is shown in Figure 5.3. It can be seen from the results that in most of the cases, 4 or less principal components capture significant percentage of the variance of the subspace and hence, justify the theoretical analysis. It is also interesting to note that the dimension of the subspace $\Gamma_{ij}$ is mainly dependent only on the radiometric response function of camera $C_j$ whereas the choice of the response function of camera $C_i$ has little or no effect over it.
Figure 5.3: Plots of the percentage of total variance accounted by \( m \) principal components (x-axis) of the subspace of brightness transfer functions from synthetic camera \( C_1 \) to camera \( C_i \). Note that each synthetic camera was assigned a radiometric response function of a real world camera/film and a collection of BTFs was generated between pairs of synthetic cameras \( C_i \) and \( C_j \) by varying \( w \) in the equation 5.13. PCA was performed on this collection of BTFs. The plot confirms that a very high percentage of total variance is accounted by first 3 or 4 principal components of the subspace.

In the next section, we will give a method for estimating the BTFs and their subspace from training data in a multi-camera tracking scenario.

### 5.5.2 Estimation of inter-camera BTFs and their subspace

Consider a pair of cameras \( C_i \) and \( C_j \). Corresponding observations of an object across this camera pair can be used to compute an inter-camera BTF. One way to determine this BTF is to estimate
the pixel to pixel correspondence between the object views in the two cameras (see Equation 5.13). However, self occlusion, change of scale and geometry, and different object poses can make finding pixel to pixel correspondences from views of the same object in two different cameras impossible. Thus, we employ normalized histograms of object brightness values for the BTF computation. Object brightness histograms are relatively robust to changes in object pose [SB90]. In order to compute the BTF, we assume that the percentage of image points on the observed object $O_{i,a}(app)$ with brightness less than or equal to $B_i$ is equal to the percentage of image points in the observation $O_{j,a}(app)$ with brightness less than or equal to $B_j$. Note that, a similar strategy was adopted by Grossberg and Nayar [GN03a] to obtain a BTF between images taken from the same camera of the same view but in different illumination conditions. Now, if $H_i$ and $H_j$ are the normalized cumulative histograms of object observations $I_i$ and $I_j$ respectively, then $H_i(B_i) = H_j(B_j) = H_j(f_{ij}(B_i))$. Therefore, we have

$$f_{ij}(B_i) = H_j^{-1}(H_i(B_i)),$$

(5.14)

where $H^{-1}$ is the inverted cumulative histogram.

As discussed in the previous sub-section, the BTF between two cameras changes with time due to illumination conditions, camera parameters, etc. We use Equation 5.14 to estimate the brightness transfer function $f_{ij}$ for every pair of observations in the training set. Let $F_{ij}$ be the collection of all the brightness transfer functions obtained in this manner, i.e., $\{f_{ij}\_n\}, n \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$. To learn the subspace of this collection we use the probabilistic Principal Component Analysis PPCA [TB99]. According to this model a $d$ dimensional BTF $f_{ij}$ can be written as

$$f_{ij} = Wy + \hat{F}_{ij} + \epsilon.$$

(5.15)
Here $y$ is a normally distributed $q$ dimensional latent (subspace) variable, $q < d$, $W$ is a $d \times q$ dimensional projection matrix that relates the subspace variables to the observed BTF, $\overline{f_{ij}}$ is the mean of the collection of BTFs, and $\epsilon$ is isotropic Gaussian noise, i.e., $\epsilon \sim N(0, \sigma^2 I)$. Given that $y$ and $\epsilon$ are normally distributed, the distribution of $f_{ij}$ is given as

$$f_{ij} \sim \mathcal{N}(\overline{f_{ij}}, Z),$$

where $Z = WW^T + \sigma^2 I$. Now, as suggested in [TB99], the projection matrix $W$ is estimated as

$$W = U_q (E_q - \sigma^2 I)^{1/2} R,$$

where the $q$ column vectors in the $d \times q$ dimensional $U_q$ are the eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix of $F_{ij}$, $E_q$ is a $q \times q$ diagonal matrix of corresponding eigenvalues $\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_q$, and $R$ is an arbitrary orthogonal rotation matrix which can be set to an identity matrix for computational purposes. The value of $\sigma^2$, which is the variance of the information ‘lost’ in the projection, is calculated as

$$\sigma^2 = \frac{1}{d - q} \sum_{v=q+1}^{d} \lambda_v.$$

Once the values of $\sigma^2$ and $W$ are known, we can compute the probability of a particular BTF belonging to the learned subspace of BTFs by using the distribution in Equation 5.16.

Note that till now we have been dealing with only the brightness values of images and computing the brightness transfer functions. To deal with color images we treat each channel i.e. $R$, $G$ and $B$ separately. The transfer function for each color channel (color transfer function) is computed exactly as discussed above. The subspace parameters $W$ and $\sigma^2$ are also computed separately for each color channel. Also note that we do not assume the knowledge of any camera parameters and response functions for the computation of these transfer functions and their subspace.
5.5.3 Computing Object Color Similarity Across cameras Using the BTF subspace

The observed color of an object can vary widely across multiple non-overlapping cameras due to change in scene illumination or any of the different camera parameters like gain and focal length. Note that, the training phase provides us the subspace of color transfer functions between the cameras, which models how colors of an object can change across the cameras. During the test phase, if the mapping between the colors of two observations is well explained by the learned subspace then it is likely that these observations are generated by the same object. Specifically, for two observations \( O_{i,a} \) and \( O_{j,b} \) with color transfer functions (whose distribution is given by Equation 5.16) \( \mathbf{f}_{i,j}^R, \mathbf{f}_{i,j}^G \) and \( \mathbf{f}_{i,j}^B \), we define the probability of the observations belonging to same object as

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{i,j}(O_{i,a}(app), O_{j,b}(app)|k_{i,a}^{j,b}) &= \prod_{\text{colr} \in \{R,G,B\}} \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{\frac{d}{2}} |\mathbf{Z}_{\text{colr}}|^\frac{1}{2} } e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \mathbf{f}_{i,j}^{\text{colr}} - \mathbf{f}_{i,j}^{\text{colr}} \right)^T \mathbf{Z}^{-1} \left( \mathbf{f}_{i,j}^{\text{colr}} - \mathbf{f}_{i,j}^{\text{colr}} \right) },
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \mathbf{Z} = \mathbf{W} \mathbf{W}^T + \sigma^2 \mathbf{I} \). The \( \text{colr} \) superscript denotes the color channel for which the value of \( \mathbf{Z} \) and \( \mathbf{f}_{i,j} \) were calculated. The values of \( \mathbf{W} \) and \( \sigma^2 \) are computed from the training data using Equation 5.17 and Equation 5.18 respectively.

5.6 Establishing Correspondences

Recall from Section 5.3 that the problem of multi-camera tracking is to find a set of correspondences \( K' \), such that, each observation is preceded or succeeded by a maximum of one observation, and
that maximizes the a posteriori probability, that is,

$$K' = \arg \max_{K \in \Sigma} \sum_{k^{j,b}_{i,a} \in K} \log \left( P \left( O_{i,a}(\text{app}), O_{j,b}(\text{app}) | k^{j,b}_{i,a} \right) P \left( O_{i,a}(\text{st}), O_{j,b}(\text{st}) | k^{j,b}_{i,a} \right) P \left( C_i, C_j \right) \right)$$

where each observation $O_{i,a}$ consists of all the measurements of some object from its entry to its exit in the field of view of Camera $i$ (i.e., its track in camera $i$).

The problem of finding the hypothesis that maximizes the a posteriori probability can be modeled as a graph theoretical problem as follows: We construct a directed graph such that for each observation $O_{i,a}$, there is a corresponding vertex in the directed graph, while each hypothesized correspondence $k^{j,b}_{i,a}$ is modeled by an arc from the vertex of observation $O_{i,a}$ to the vertex of observation $O_{j,b}$. The weight of this arc of the hypothesized correspondence $k^{j,b}_{i,a}$ is computed from the space-time and appearance probability terms, in the summation in Equation 5.4. Note that these probabilities are computed using the methods described in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. With the constraint that an observation can correspond to at most one succeeding and one preceding observation, it is easy to see that each candidate solution is a set of directed paths (of length 0 or more) in this graph. Also, since every observation corresponds to some object, every vertex of the graph must be in exactly one path of the solution. Hence, each candidate solution in the solution space is a set of directed paths in the constructed graph, such that each vertex of the graph is in exactly one path of this set. Such a set is called vertex disjoint path cover of a directed graph. The weight of a path cover is defined by the sum of all the weights of the edges in the path cover. Hence, a path cover with the maximum weight corresponds to the solution of the MAP problem as defined in Equation 5.5. An example graph constructed this way is shown in Figure 5.4(a).

The problem of finding a maximum weight path cover can be optimally solved in polynomial time if the directed graph is acyclic [SS03]. Recall that $k^{c,d}_{a,b}$ defines the hypothesis that the obser-
Observations $O_{a,b}$ and $O_{c,d}$ are consecutive observations of the same object in the environment, with the observation $O_{a,b}$ preceding the observation $O_{c,d}$. Thus, by the construction of the graph, all the arcs are in the direction of increasing time, and hence, the graph is acyclic. The maximum weight path cover of an acyclic directed graph can be found by reducing the problem to finding the maximum matching of an undirected bipartite graph. This bipartite graph is obtained by splitting every vertex $v$ of the directed graph into two vertices $v^-$ and $v^+$ such that each arc coming into the vertex $v$ is substituted by an edge incident to the vertex $v^-$, while the vertex $v^+$ is connected to an edge for every arc going out of the vertex $v$ in the directed graph (The bipartite graph obtained from the directed graph of Figure 5.4(a) is shown in Figure 5.4(b)). The edges in the maximum matching of the constructed bipartite graph correspond to the arcs in the maximum weight path cover of the original directed graph. The maximum matching of a bipartite graph can be found by an $O(n^{2.5})$ algorithm by Hopcroft and Karp [HK73], where $n$ is the total number of vertices in graph $G$, i.e., the total number of observations in the system.

The method described above, assumes that the entire set of observations is available and hence cannot be used in real time applications. One approach to handle this type of problem in real time applications is to use a sliding window of a fixed time interval. This approach, however, involves a tradeoff between the quality of results and the timely availability of the output. In order to avoid making erroneous correspondences, we adaptively select the size of sliding window in the online version of our algorithm. This is achieved by examining the space-time pdfs for all observations (tracks) in the environment that are not currently visible in any of the cameras in the system and finding the time interval after which the probability of reappearance of all these observations in any camera is nearly zero. The size of sliding window is taken to be the size of this time interval,
Figure 5.4: (a) An example of directed graph that formulates the multi-camera tracking problem. Each observation $O_{m,n}$ is assigned a vertex of the graph. For each pair of vertices, $(O_{i,a}, O_{j,b})$, there is an arc between them in the direction of increasing time and having weight $P(k_{i,a}^j | O_{i,a}, O_{j,b})$.

(b) The bipartite graph constructed from the directed graph of Figure 5.4(a). Each vertex of the directed graph is splitted into + and − vertices, such that the + vertex is adjacent to an edge for each arc going out of the vertex and the − vertex is adjacent to an edge for each arc coming into the vertex. The weight of an edge is the same as the weight of the corresponding arc. The graph is bipartite, since no + vertex is adjacent to a + vertex and no − vertex is adjacent to a − vertex. and the correspondences are established by selecting the maximum weight path cover of the graph within the window.

5.7 Results

In this section, we present the results of the proposed method in three different multi-camera scenarios. The scenarios differ from each other both in terms of camera topologies and scene
Figure 5.5: The transfer functions for the R,G and B color channels from Camera 1 to Camera 2, obtained from the first five correspondences from the training data. Note that mostly lower color values from Camera 1 are being mapped to higher color values in Camera 2 indicating that the same object is appearing much brighter in Camera 2 as compared to Camera 1.

illumination conditions, and include both indoor and outdoor settings. Each experiment consists of a training phase and a testing phase. In both phases, the single camera object detection and tracking information is obtained by using the method proposed in [JS02]. In the training phase, the correspondences are assumed to be known and this information is used to compute the kernel density of the space-time features (entry and exit locations, exit velocity and inter-camera time interval) and the subspaces of transfer functions for each color channel (red, blue, and green). In the testing phase, these correspondences are computed using the proposed multi-camera correspondence algorithm. The performance of the algorithm is analyzed by comparing the resulting tracks to the ground truth. We say that an object in the scene is tracked correctly if it is assigned a single unique label for the complete duration of its presence in the area of interest. The tracking accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number of objects tracked correctly to the total number of objects that passed through the scene.

In order to determine the relative significance of each model and to show the importance of combining the space-time information with the appearance matching scheme, for each multi-camera
Figure 5.6: Sequence 1. Top Row: Frames from camera 1. Bottom Row: Frames from camera 2. Note that multiple persons are simultaneously exiting from camera 2 and entering at irregular intervals in camera 1. The first camera is overlooking a covered area while the second camera view is under direct sunlight, therefore the observed color of objects is fairly different in the two views (also see Figure 5.14). Correct labels are assigned in this case due to accurate color modeling.

The first experiment was conducted with two cameras, Camera 1 and Camera 2, in an outdoor setting. The camera topology is shown in Figure 5.8(a). The scene viewed by Camera 1 is a covered area under shade, whereas Camera 2 views an open area illuminated by the sunlight (please see Figure 5.6). It can be seen from the figure that there is a significant difference between the global illumination of the two scenes, and matching the appearances is considerably difficult without
Figure 5.7: Tracking Results. Tracking accuracy for each of the three sequences computed for three different cases. 1. by using only space-time model, 2. by using only appearance model, and 3. both models. The results improve greatly when both the space-time and appearance models are employed for establishing correspondence.

Accurate modeling of the changes in appearance across the cameras. Training was performed by using a five minute sequence. The marginal of the space-time density for exit velocities from Camera 2 and the inter-camera travel time interval is shown in Figure 5.8(b). The marginal density shows a strong anti-correlation between the two space-time features and complies with the intuitive notion that for higher velocities there is a greater probability that the time interval will be less, whereas a longer time interval is likely for slower objects. In Figure 5.5 the transfer functions obtained from the first five correspondences from Camera 1 to Camera 2 are shown. Note that lower color values from Camera 1 are being mapped to higher color values in Camera 2 indicating that the same object is appearing much brighter in Camera 2 as compared to Camera 1.

The test phase consisted of a twelve minute long sequence. In this phase, a total of 68 tracks were recorded in the individual cameras and the algorithm detected 32 transitions across the cameras. Tracking accuracy for the test phase is shown in Figure 5.7.
Our second experimental setup consists of three cameras, Camera 1, Camera 2, and Camera 3, as shown in Figure 5.9(a). The field-of-view of each camera is also shown in the figure. It should be noted that there are several paths from one camera to the other, which make the sequence more complex. Training was done on a ten minute sequence in the presence of multiple persons. Figure 5.9(b) shows the probabilities of entering Camera 2 from Camera 1, that were obtained during the training phase. Note that people like to take the shortest possible path between two points. This fact is clearly demonstrated by the space-time pdf, which shows a correlation between the y-coordinates of the entry and exit locations of the two cameras. That is, if an object exits Camera 1 from point A, it is more probable that it will enter Camera 2 at point C rather than point D. The situation is reversed if the object exits Camera 1 from point B. Testing was carried out on a fifteen minute sequence. A total of 71 tracks in individual cameras were obtained and the algorithm detected 45 transitions within the cameras. The trajectories of the people moving through the scene in the testing phase are shown in Figure 5.10. Note that people did not stick to a narrow path between Camera 1 and Camera 2, but this did not affect the tracking accuracy and all the correspondences were established correctly when both space-time and appearance models were used (see Figure 5.7). Figure 5.16 shows some tracking instances in this sequence.

In the third experiment, three cameras Camera 1, Camera 2, and Camera 3 were used for an indoor/outdoor setup. Camera 1 was placed indoor while the other two cameras were placed outdoor. The placements of the cameras along with their fields of view are shown in Figure 5.11. Training was done on an eight minute sequence in the presence of multiple persons. Testing was carried out on a fifteen minute sequence. Figure 5.12 shows some tracking instances for the test sequence. The algorithm detected 49 transitions among the total of 99 individual tracks that were
obtained during this sequence, out of which only two correspondences were incorrect. One such error was caused by a person taking a much longer than expected time in an unobserved region. That is, the person stood in an unobserved region for a long time and then entered another camera but the time constraint (due to the space-time model) forced the assignment of a new label to the person. Such a scenario could have been handled if there were similar examples in the training phase. The aggregate tracking results for the sequence are given in Figure 5.7. It is clear from Figure 5.7 that both the appearance and space-time models are important sources of information as the tracking results improve significantly when both the models are used jointly.

In Table 5.2, we show the number of principal components (for each pair of cameras in all three sequences) that account for 99% of the total variance in the inter-camera brightness transfer functions that were computed during the training phase. Note that even though the experimental setup does not follow the assumptions of Section 5.5 such as planarity of objects, the small number of principal components indicates that the inter-camera BTFs lie in a low dimension subspace even in more general conditions.

In order to demonstrate the superiority of the subspace based method we compare it with the direct use of colors for tracking. For direct color base matching, instead of using Equation 5.19 for the computation of appearance probabilities $P_{i,j}(O_{i,a}(app), O_{j,b}(app)|k_{i,a}^{j,b})$, we define it in terms of the Bhattacharrya distance between the normalized histograms of the observations $O_{i,a}$ and $O_{i,b}$, i.e.,

$$P_{i,j}(O_{i,a}(app), O_{j,b}(app)|k_{i,a}^{j,b}) = e^{-\gamma D(h_i, h_j)},$$  

(5.21)
Table 5.2: The number of principal components that account for 99% of the variance in the BTFs.

Note that for all camera pairs a maximum of 7 principal components were sufficient to account for the subspace of the BTFs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence #</th>
<th>Camera Pair</th>
<th># of principal components (Red)</th>
<th># of principal components (Green)</th>
<th># of principal components (Blue)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $h_i$ and $h_j$ are the normalized histograms of the observations $O_{i,a}$ and $O_{j,b}$ and $D$ is the modified Bhattacharyya distance [CRM03] between two histograms and is given as

$$D(h_i, h_j) = \sqrt{1 - \sum_{v=1}^{m} \sqrt{h_{i,v} \hat{h}_{j,v}}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.22)

where $m$ is the total number of bins. The Bhattacharyya coefficient ranges between zero and one and is a metric.

Once again, the tracking accuracy was computed for all three multi-camera scenarios using the color histogram based model (Equation 5.21). The comparison of the proposed appearance modeling approach with the direct color based appearance matching is presented in Figure 5.13, and clearly shows that the subspace based appearance model performs significantly better.
Table 5.3: The average normalized reconstruction errors for BTFs between observations of the same object and also between observation of different objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence #</th>
<th>Average BTF Reconstruction Error (Correct Matches)</th>
<th>Average BTF Reconstruction Error (Incorrect Matches)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.0003</td>
<td>.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.0002</td>
<td>.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>.0011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further comparison of the two methods, we consider two observations, $O_a$ and $O_b$, in the testing phase, with histograms $H(O_a)$ and $H(O_b)$ respectively. We first compute a BTF, $f$, between the two observations and reconstruct the BTF, $f^*$, from the subspace estimated from the training data, i.e., $f^* = WW^T(f - \bar{f}) + \bar{f}$. Here $W$ is the projection matrix obtained in the training phase. The first observation $O_a$ is then transformed using $f^*$, and the histogram of the object $O_b$ is matched with the histograms of both $O_a$ and $f^*(O_a)$ by using the Bhattacharyya distance. When both the observations $O_a$ and $O_b$ belong to the same object, the transformed histogram gives a much better match as compared to direct histogram matching, as shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. However, if the observations $O_a$ and $O_b$ belong to different objects then the BTF is reconstructed poorly, (since it does not lie in the subspace of valid BTFs), and the Bhattacharyya distance for the transformed observation either increases or does not change significantly. The aggregate results for the reconstruction error, $f^*$-Reconstruction Error=$\|f - f^*\|/\tau$, where $\tau$ is a normalizing constant, for the BTFs between the same object and also between different objects are given in Table 5.3.
The normalized reconstruction error of the BTF, $f^*-\text{Reconstruction Error}=\|f-f^*\|/\tau$, where $\tau$ is a normalizing constant, is also shown in the figures. The above discussion suggests the applicability of the BTF subspace for the improvement of any multi-camera appearance matching scheme that uses color as one of its components.

A near real time implementation of the proposed multi-camera tracking approach based on client-server architecture was presented in a demo [JRA03a]. Video clips of the tracking results can be accessed from http://www.cs.ucf.edu/~vision/projects/pami/NonoverlapTracking.html.

5.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we propose an approach for tracking objects across multiple non-overlapping cameras. We show that accurate tracking is possible even when observations of the objects are not available for relatively long periods of time due to non-overlapping camera views. Furthermore we demonstrate that camera topology and inter-camera spatiotemporal relationships can be learned by observing motion of people as they move across the scene. In addition, it is also possible to learn the relationship between the appearance of objects across cameras by estimating the subspace of brightness transfer functions.

The spatio-temporal cues used to constrain correspondences include inter-camera time intervals, location of exit/entrances, and velocities of objects. Moreover, for appearance matching, a novel method of modeling the change of appearance across cameras is presented. We show that given some assumptions, all brightness transfer functions from a given camera to another camera lie in a low dimensional subspace. We also demonstrate empirically that even for real scenarios this
subspace is low dimensional. The knowledge of camera parameters like focal length, aperture etc is not required for computation of the subspace of BTFs. The proposed system learns this subspace by using probabilistic principal component analysis on the BTFs obtained from the training data and uses it for the appearance matching. The space-time cues are combined with the appearance matching scheme in a Bayesian framework for tracking. We have presented results on realistic scenarios to show the validity of the proposed approach.
Figure 5.8:  (a) Two camera configuration for the first experiment. Field-of-view of each camera is shown with triangles. The cameras were mounted approximately 10 yards apart. It took 7 to 12 seconds for a person walking at normal speed to exit from the view of Camera 1 and enter Camera 2. The green region is the area covered by grass, most people avoid walking over it. (b) The marginal of the inter-camera space-time density (learned from the training data) for exit velocities of objects from Camera 2 and the time taken by the objects to move from Camera 2 to Camera 1. Note if the object velocity is high a lesser inter-camera travel time is more likely, while for objects moving with lower velocities a longer inter-camera travel time is more likely.
Figure 5.9: (a) Camera setup for sequence 2. Camera 2 and Camera 3 were mounted approximately 30 yards apart, while the distance between Camera 1 and Camera 2 was approximately 20 yards. It took 8 to 14 seconds for a person walking at normal speed to exit from the view of Camera 1 and enter Camera 2. The walking time between Camera 2 and 3 was between 10 to 18 seconds. The green regions are patches of grass. The points A, B, C, and D are some regions where people exited and/or entered the camera field of view. (b) The marginal of the inter-camera space-time density for exit location of objects from Camera 1 and Entry location in Camera 2. In the graph the $y$ coordinates of right boundary of Camera 1 and left boundary of Camera 2 are plotted. Since most people walked in a straight path from Camera 1 to Camera 2, i.e. from point A to C and from point B to D as shown in (a), thus corresponding locations had a higher probability of being the exit/entry locations of the same person.
Figure 5.10: Trajectories of people for the camera setup 2. Trajectories of the same person are shown in the same color. There were a total of 27 people who walked through the environment.

Figure 5.11: Camera setup for sequence 3. It is an Indoor/Outdoor Sequence. Camera 3 is placed indoor while Cameras 1 and 2 are outdoor. The distance between camera 3 and the other two cameras is around 20 meters.
Figure 5.12: Frames from Sequence 3 test phase. A person is assigned a unique label as it moves through the camera views.

Figure 5.13: Tracking accuracy: comparison of the BTF subspace based tracking method to simple color matching. A much improved matching is achieved in the transformed color space relative to direct color comparison of objects. The improvement is greater in the first sequence due to the large difference in the scene illumination in the two camera views.
Figure 5.14: (a) Observations $O_a$ and $O_b$ of the same object from camera 1 and camera 2 respectively from camera setup 1. (b) Histogram of observation $O_a$ (All histograms are of the Red color channel). (c) Histogram of observation $O_b$. The Bhattacharyya distance between the two histograms of the same object is 0.537. (d) The Histogram of $O_a$ after undergoing color transformation using the BTF reconstruction from the learned subspace. Note that after the transformation the histogram of $(f^*(O_a))$ looks fairly similar to the histogram of $O_b$. The Bhattacharyya distance reduces to 0.212 after the transformation. (e) Observation from camera 1 matched to an observation from a different object in camera 2. (f,g) Histograms of the observations. The distance between histograms of two different objects is 0.278. Note that this is less than the distance between histograms of the same object. (h) Histogram after transforming the colors using the BTF reconstructed from the subspace. The Bhattacharyya distance increases to 0.301. Simple color matching gives a better match for the wrong correspondence. However, in the transformed space the correct correspondence gives the least bhattacharyya distance.
Figure 5.15: Row 1: Observations from camera setup 3. The observations are of the same object from Camera 1 and Camera 2 respectively. Their blue channel histograms are also shown. The last histogram is obtained after transforming the colors with a reconstructed BTF $f^*$ from the subspace. Note that the Bhattacharrya distance (shown at the top of the histograms) improves significantly after the transformation. Row 2: Observations of different objects and their histograms. Here there is no significant change in the Bhattacharrya distance after the transformation. Rows (3,4): Observations from camera setup 2. Again, the direct use of color histograms results in a better match for the wrong correspondence. However after the color transformation, the corresponding histograms match better.
Figure 5.16: Consistent labelling for camera setup 2. Rows 1 and 2: people enter Camera 3. Row 3: A new person enters camera 2, note that he is given a previously unassigned label. Rows 4 to 8: People keep on moving across cameras. All persons retain unique labels.
CHAPTER 6

SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT

6.1 Ethical Considerations

The commonly stated reason for use of surveillance systems is to guard a country or a commercial enterprise against intrusion and attacks and, in general, to protect people from crime. As stated by George Orwell, “On the whole human beings want to be good, but not too good and not quite all the time”. However, the impact of increased monitoring might go beyond the obvious domains of law enforcement and homeland security. Many contemporary thinkers, and most famously George Orwell [Orw49] and Michel Foucault [Fou91], have made a connection between the use of surveillance procedures and increased control and regulation by the state. The increasing deployment of Close Circuit Television Systems (CCTVs) have evoked privacy concerns by prominent civil rights groups like the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) [ACL].

In spite of the potential of abuse, there are many benefits of the surveillance technology if the privacy concerns are adequately addressed. As written by N. Taylor [Tay02]

“Though the allusion to Big Brother is a popular modern metaphor for the role of the State in social control, it ignores the numerous benefits increased surveillance has brought about. Surveil-
lance does, undoubtedly, have two faces. It can act to curtail rights through, for example, reinforcing divisions within society, or it can be a vital tool in preventing and detecting crime. For citizens to accept and consent to certain forms of surveillance, that is to say its positive face, the state should be accountable for its actions.” The laws of the country will almost certainly change to cope with the proliferation of surveillance systems in everyday life. For a thorough treatment of the subject and to get versed with the current trends in the privacy vs. safety via surveillance debate, we refer the interested reader to the journal *Surveillance and Society* [Sur].

Overall we believe that in order to address the privacy concerns, the following issues have to be addressed. Which organizational and technical measures for privacy protection are implemented and used by the overseers of video surveillance systems? or more simply, under which circumstances the surveillance data can be accessed and by whom?

In our system, a far field of camera view was used and people or vehicle number plates were not identifiable. Moreover, no mechanism was used to determine the identity of the observed people. Thus we knew where vehicles and people moved in the area under observation but there was no knowledge of who moved. During the actual deployment of system (after the initial experimental phase), no video data was stored rather only textual description or single images, in case of an alarm, were recorded by the system. In addition, the system was deployed in public areas with visible signs posted, warning that the area is under surveillance.
6.2 KNIGHT: Implementation Details

The proposed algorithms described in chapters 2 to 5 can be divided into two major components from the implementation standpoint, i.e., the single camera surveillance system and the multi-camera system. We have implemented KNIGHT, a single camera system with real time video processing ability for the Orlando Police Department. This system detects objects in its field of view, tracks these objects and categorizes them as a person, group or vehicles. In addition, it has activity detection and report generation modules. Simple rules are used to detect activities like running, falling or package drops. An alarm goes on if any activity is detected. The system also keeps a record of the trajectories, categories and activities of objects in its field of view. The system also has the capability of saving snapshots of objects in its view.

KNIGHT has been implemented in Visual C++. It is capable of running on both PCs and laptops. It operates at 10 to 15 Hz on a pentium 2.6 GHz machine with 512 MB RAM. It takes video input from any video camera capable of transmitting video through IEEE 1394 ‘firewire’ cable. KNIGHT has also been extended to realtime multi-camera system KNIGHT$^M$ ([JRA03a]). The system uses a client-server architecture. The single camera system, with an added network module, acts as a client. Each client transmits the track and appearance information of the objects, in its view, to the server. The server assigns global label to each object using the algorithm described in chapter 5 and maintains synchronization between information streams coming from the clients. The system uses the TCP/IP protocol for network communication and is capable of using both Ethernet based and wireless networks.
KNIGHT in Action

KNIGHT has been actively used in several surveillance related projects funded by agencies that include Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), Orlando Police Department, DARPA Small Business Technology Transfer program, and Lockheed Martin Corporation.

KNIGHT is being deployed for a project funded by FDOT to monitor the railroad grade crossings in order to prevent accidents involving trains and to automatically inform the authorities in case of any potential hazard [SZS04a], for example, the presence of a person or a vehicle on tracks while a train is approaching. There are approximately 261,000 highway-rail and pedestrian crossings in the United States according to the studies by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and Federal Railroad Administration (FRA). According to the FRA’s Railroad Safety report [FRA], from 1998 to 2004, there were 21,952 highway-rail crossing incidents involving motor vehicles-averaging 3,136 incidents a year. In Florida alone, there were 650 highway-rail grade crossing incidents, resulting in 98 fatalities during this period. Thus, there is significant need for the exploration of the use of innovative technologies to monitor railroad grade crossings.

In addition to the the standard functionality of a surveillance system, the system deployed for FDOT allows the user to crop a zone in the image corresponding to specific location in the scene. This zone (called danger zone) is usually the area in the scene of interest, where the presence of a person or vehicle can be hazardous in case a train is approaching. The system receives two inputs, one from the traffic signal (triggered when a train approaches) along with visual input on the position of pedestrians and vehicles with respect to the danger zone (see Figure 6.1). A simple rule-based algorithm recognizes activities based on the object detection and track patterns. At the
Figure 6.1: KNIGHT at Railroads: A danger zone is defined through a Graphical User Interface (GUI) and objects are warned as they enter the danger zone. The bounding box of people and vehicles, (but not of trains) turn red as they enter the polygon defining the danger zone.

onset of an undesirable event, such as presence of a person or a vehicle on or near tracks while a train is approaching, an audio alert is generated, and an email is sent to an authorized individual through a wireless network. The system also has the capability to detect the presence of a train in the video using the motion information in a designated area.

The performance of different modules of the system (detection, tracking and classification), were evaluated by manually determining the ground truth from six hours of videos at two different locations in Central Florida and comparing the ground truth to the results of the automated system.
The data set was composed of five videos taken from different views and in different conditions, e.g., time of day, lighting, wind, camera focus, traffic density etc. The accuracy of object detection was measured as the ratio of the number of correct detections and the total number of objects. The system correctly detected 706 objects out of 725 and it generated 23 false positives during this period. This amounts to 97.4% recall and 96.8% precision rates in detection. The accuracy of tracking is defined as the ratio of the number of completely correct tracks and the number of correct detections. We found that 96.7% of these objects were tracked accurately over the complete period of their presence in the field of view. Similarly, the classification accuracy was measured as the ratio of the number of correct classifications and the number of correct detections, and was found to be 88%. The performance of each module is graphically depicted in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Performance Plots. (a) Detection Performance on site, for Florida Dept. of Transportation (b) Tracking Performance. (c) Classification Performance.

Most of the errors in object detection were caused due to inter-object occlusion or similarity of the object’s color with the background. The tracking errors were caused due to multiple people with similarly colored clothes walking close to each other. In such cases our statistical models of object appearance and location were not able to distinguish between the different objects. Note that even if the objects were assigned incorrect labels due to tracking error, the trespass warning was still correctly generated if these objects were detected successfully in the danger zone by the background subtraction module. The performance of train detection algorithm was tested over a period of 7 days and was found to produce no errors when compared to the ground truth. Overall, the system detected a number of trespassing violations over its running period. Figure shows two different testing sites in Central Florida, along with persons, vehicles and a train detected by the system. Red bounding box around an object signifies that the object is in the danger zone. The danger zone is marked by a yellow polygon.

KNIGHT was also used to help Orlando Police department with automated surveillance and was installed at four locations in the downtown Orlando area. The system was designed to provide automatic notification to a monitoring officer in case of unusual activities, for example, person falling,
one or more people running, and leaving an object unattended. The activities were recognized fairly accurately when the objects were at some distance from each other, but it had some shortcomings for crowded scenes. For example, if a person left a bag at a certain location but there were other people walking in front of it, then the bag could not be detected accurately. However, once the area cleared the left over bag was correctly marked. Figure [6.2] shows the cameras at the Orlando Downtown and fields of view of all four of the cameras. Further results and demonstrations of KNIGHT’s performance can be found at http://www.cs.ucf.edu/~vision/projects/Knight/Knight.html.
CHAPTER 7

CONCLUDING REMARKS

7.1 What’s Next?

In this dissertation, we have identified the common problems encountered by automated video interpretation algorithms when used in realistic scenes. We have also presented solutions to many of these problems, and showed that robust object detection and classification, tracking in a single camera, and also across multiple cameras in urban areas is possible. In the future, there are two potentially important issues that still need to tackled to increase the applicability of automated surveillance systems for end users. These are discussed below.

7.1.1 Tracking Crowds

Outdoor surveillance systems frequently encounter crowds. The environments where crowd exist include airports, cinemas, railway and bus stations. Safety is an important concern in all of these areas. Thus there is a need for automated surveillance systems to have the capability of dealing with crowds. Contemporary tracking and classification methods cannot cope with crowded situations
due to excessive person to person occlusion. Thus a tracker must have the ability to detect the number and position of even semi-occluded people in a scene. Some recent algorithms have started to attack subsets of the complete person location problem, by locating faces [YKA02, LW00], and determining body shape [ZN00, MG01]. One limitation of these algorithms is the requirement, that the observed person be close to the the camera or alternatively, availability of high resolution imagery. Moreover, these algorithms are computationally expensive. In our opinion, detailed person models, and the ability to recognize [JSC04] individual body parts, e.g., hands, heads, e.t.c., is required to handle this problem. Moreover segmentation procedures that can distinguish between regions at different depths might also be useful. With the continued improvement in the performance of computer processors, it might be possible to combine all these cues for real time human detection and tracking in crowds, in the near future.

7.1.2 Understanding Complex Human Interaction & Activities

For any surveillance system, it will be useful to understand and predict the complex human activities taking place in the area under observation. For examples, is a group of people just walking near each other, or is the group walking together and interacting with each other? Is a vehicle being chased by another? is the person shop lifting in a supermarket? is a person depositing a dangerous object? This level of understanding requires knowledge at a much finer level compared to the requirements for simple detection and tracking tasks. For example, knowledge about person’s facial features needs to be acquired, in order to answer questions like, is a person talking, smiling or is tense. Moreover, information about the motion of person’s body parts, i.e., movement of hands and feet,
and any carried objects is also required. The resolution of imagery needs to be very high to even
attempt to acquire such detailed information. In addition, simple Gaussian models of humans and
objects are inadequate to deal with this level of detail. Though some progress has been made with
complex interaction modeling algorithms [ORP00, BD01], however, these algorithms only work
in well controlled environments putting limitations on the number and location of people in the
environment. Thus these algorithms are not ready for use in realistic scenarios. In our opinion, an
attempt to model the ‘unusual’ behavior instead of detailed models of all kinds of complex human
interaction might pay better dividends in context of surveillance tasks. The modeling of unusual
behavior is easier since it tries to measure deviation from a single model of observed phenomenon,
e.g., modeling the usual paths of object movements in a scene and trying to determine if a new
object deviates from the usual paths or not [JJS04]. One requirement for modeling of unusual
behavior is the availability of long term surveillance data. We believe that the currently deployed
surveillance systems can be of great help in gathering data for the development of next generation
surveillance systems.

7.2 The Properties of a Good Surveillance System and How

KNIGHT Measures Up

A ‘good’ multi-camera surveillance system must be reliable. It should be easily configurable and
useable. It should also be able to tune its parameters for any given scenario for better performance.
An evaluation of our system according to these criteria is summarized below.
• **Reliability:** A reliable system must behave as expected and should have a minimum downtime. The performance of the system should also degrade gracefully under increasing load. The KNIGHT system has been running continuously for months in downtown Orlando and was also run for extended periods of time at FDOT sites. The performance of the system in low density of people (Figure 6.3) was good, and events such as entries into the danger zone were detected accurately.

• **Usability:** A surveillance system must be user friendly. Unlike other multi-camera tracking systems ([CLF01, RRF01, LDE03]), our system does not need camera calibration. Note that, maintaining complete calibration of a large network of sensors is a significant maintenance task, since cameras can accidentally be moved. Our system just requires a short training phase to determine the multi-camera topology, during which the only requirement is that people move in front of the camera along the usual paths. Similarly, training for interest region detection is carried out online in an automated manner, resulting in an easy to use and robust system.

• **Scalability:** Increasing the number of cameras in the multi-camera surveillance system should not affect the performance of the system. KNIGHT\(^M\) uses a client-server architecture, where the most computationally intensive calculations are carried out at the client side. Thus adding more cameras does not slow down the processing frame rate. KNIGHT\(^M\) was tested with two and three camera setups. The drop in processing frame rate by moving from two to three cameras was negligible.

• **Learning Ability:** The learning ability is very important in any wide area surveillance system because the conditions in an area under observation are usually changing over time. The
illumination changes with time of day. Trees and vegetation start fluttering about in windy weather. Also, in case the camera view is changed and the object classification module’s performance is static, then it would not able to deal with previously unseen poses of objects for classification. In our proposed system, an unsupervised method is used for interest region detection. Moreover, the proposed interest region algorithm is adaptive, i.e., it can automatically update its parameters with changing illumination and scene conditions. The proposed object classification system also continues to update its parameters by co-training. The advantage of this approach is that the classifier is attuned to the characteristics of a particular scene. Our multi-camera tracking system requires some manual supervision during its training phase for each camera setup, but we have demonstrated that only a small number of samples are required for robust performance.

To conclude, we have presented novel video scene interpretation algorithms for solving elementary problems of automated surveillance, i.e., detection, categorization, and tracking of objects in single and multiple cameras. We have combined these algorithms in a real time system and have used it in realistic scenarios for surveillance. We believe that it is a significant step forward in the development of fully automated and intelligent video understanding systems that can deal with complexities of real world scenarios.
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